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hermaneutics

The Musical Dilemma of Faking It
by Herman Goodden

W

hen elvis Presley died in 1977 at
the age of 42, sitting on a Graceland toilet in dyspeptic agony
after ingesting one too many deep-fried
peanut butter and banana sandwiches,
his imitators all of a sudden went from
occasional, freakish novelty acts to
entertainment mainstays. With the great
original prototype dead and buried,
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pretending to be Elvis (if you did it well
enough) could be the making of a fairly
lucrative performing career. It would,
however, be a career that came with a
soul-threatening, Faustian catch.
Yes, you would appear before adoring crowds, the centre of attraction and
adulation, yet paradoxically, none of
that attention would actually be aimed
at you. If you set out to improve or put
your own distinctive stamp on any song
in the beloved repertoire, your audience would feel betrayed because you
weren’t doing it like Elvis. And heaven
forfend if you dropped the camouflage
for a minute and wrote a song of your
own or put out a record under your
own name. Nobody would want to hear
it. I mean, other than Not-Really-Elvis,
who do you think you are? Simultaneously you were top of the bill and a
complete nonentity.
With a dash of condescension I
remember pitying all those stranded
fans who had nothing to look forward to
except catching an occasional pseudoElvis at the local arena or forking over
their hard earned dollars for the latest
RCA / Camden reissue of previously
released material. What a shame, I
thought, that they couldn’t cultivate
an enthusiasm for the richness of the
contemporary music scene in which I
was so happily immersed at the time;
a scene so prodigious and multifaceted
that I knew I’d never be deserted without new music to love like those sad old
geezers.
Well, my smug former self tagged
along with me and the wife last week
to the cordoned-off RBC Theatre of
the John Labatt Centre (sorry, it’s an
insipid Yankee brew; I will not call that
place the Bud) to catch a performance
by (ahem) Brit Floyd. And I must say
the holier-than-thou turd couldn’t have
been less pleasant company. Repeatedly throughout the concert he’d give
me a dig in the ribs to mutter darkly, “I
thought we weren’t ever going to succumb to this particular form of pathos,”
or, “I think these chaps need to listen
to that record a little more closely,”
and, “These cowards aren’t going near
anything before Meddle,” then bellowing, “Come on, you pussies, let’s hear
Matilda Mother!” At that point my wife
slapped him and told him to stuff a sock
in it.

I hastened to point out to the overbearing twerp that these tickets had just
fallen into our hands, and that even when
we saw the original band at the PNE Coliseum in Vancouver way back in September of 1972 (and that shoeless, shirtless

Not Brit Floyd

acid-head tried to force his way into our
van after the show so we could drive him
to Wreck Beach for a moonlight swim)
they were hardly note-perfect in recreating their records and didn’t perform anything from the Syd Barrett period either.
Look, Brit Floyd do a more than
credible impersonation of a Pink Floyd
show. They originally formed about
six years ago as a breakaway from The
Australian Pink Floyd Show and are just
one (and possibly the best) of more than
a dozen such outfits bearing names like
Ummagumma, Which One’s Pink? and In
the Flesh that are currently plying this
slightly ghoulish and artistically thankless trade. And there are, of course, thousands of other bands out there imitating
The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, The
Eagles, The Who, The Bee Gees and even
Aerosmith who, arguably, started out as
an imitation Stones band themselves.

T

echnically and instrumentally Pink
Floyd was a very accomplished
musical consortium. Mason, Wright and
Waters first met as architecture students
and knew a thing or two about creating
sonic structures. If you can get that stuff
down right (which for the most part, Brit
Floyd do) they are, I expect, more amenable to impersonation than most bands.
Vocals were secondary with Floyd and
there was no front man always chatting
up the audience and trying to keep you
happy. Also, and uniquely for the period,
they consistently downplayed their

personalities. They were a concept-heavy
band who used images brilliantly but pictures of the lads themselves don’t even
appear on most Pink Floyd album jackets.
In concert each member tended to keep
to his own work station. There wasn’t
a lot of mike-sharing or
goading one another on
and amidst their spectacular light shows and all
those state-of-the-art projections – not to mention
an occasional inflatable
pig or screaming fighter
jet flying overhead – one
wasn’t compelled to pay
all that much attention
to the half-lit and plainly
dressed fellows noodling
away on stage.
The post-Dire Straits
Mark Knopfler is, in my
opinion, producing the finest music of his
career and capturing a fraction of the renown and sales that he used to command
as the front man for one of the most
popular bands on the planet. I caught
him several years ago in the same RBC
Theatre as Brit Floyd. If he’d been fronting the Straits he would have sold out the
whole arena. Knopfler knows full well
the attraction and danger of keeping an
act on the road past its sell-by date and
succinctly depicts the dilemma in one
of the bonus cuts on last year’s Tracker
album. “On the road again in cabaret,” he
sings. “Grey hair and Fenders/ Old ghosts
revisited today / No original members …
You’ve been faking it so long / Now you
don’t know right from wrong / Or what
the future has in store for you / In the
terminal of ‘tribute to’ …”
On the walk home from Brit Floyd, I
tried to reason with my obnoxious alterego, letting him know that I wasn’t feeling musically stranded and still played
music all the time by a few contemporary
worthies as well as a smattering of oldies.
“But most of all,” I told him, “I’ve moved
onto classical music.”
“How could you?” he moaned. “Don’t
you know that symphony orchestras are
the original and the lamest cover bands
of them all?”
It so happened we were halfway
across the Queens Avenue Bridge, so I
pitched the insufferable brat over the
guardrail and haven’t heard from him
since.
03.31.16
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nOBOdy cOvers the
arts liKe the yOdeller
Finally, some great reviews on the happenings
of the art world in London. Enjoyed the articles
by Moira McKee. Never
been to Westland Gallery,
the past articles made an
out of towner make that
special trip to see the
show. Her notes on the
Arts Project made me get
a membership, see a few
Fringe plays that were
amazing, and go to a few
art openings. I only get to
London once a week, my
first stop, Hasbeans at the
Market to pick up a copy
of the Yodeller, and enjoy
45 mins of calm. Keep up
the great work on this
mag - informative, a great
read.

exhibit suggests that you
may have misunderstood
the central and essential
idea behind the show.
Each entry was a “package”, describing in word
and visual art, the immigrant experience in a personal and intimate way,
and thus, the quality of
the work is irrelevant. We

— Kevin Morrell

Where did yOdeller
revieWer Get sUch a
WacKy idea?
[Re: immigrants’ experiences
in their own images and words,
Gallery Review, March 17, Herman
Goodden] In your March 17

article about Rosemary
Sloot’s 2012 exhibit Immigrant you refer to the
current exhibit, Home and
Away, running at Fringe
Gallery, and as producers
of this exhibit we would
like to clarify a few points.
To start, Rosemary Sloot
did not jury the fifty pieces that comprise the show.
This exhibit welcomed
any and all artists, and no
artists were turned away.
Part of the reason for our
successful CAIP II grant
from London Arts Council
was our intention to support all artists in the city
by providing a forum for
them to showcase their
work.
Your comment about
the “rambunctious and
uneven” nature of this

Wendy Cakarnis: Lidija

invite you to take more
time with the exhibit and
read the stories that its
participants have told. We
believe there is unlimited
potential for this show to
evoke inspiration for further works of visual art,
performance, music and
writing, and we encourage you to reflect upon
this exhibit with those
possibilities in mind.
Home and Away runs until
March 31, 2016.
— Diane McClure and
Franca Smith, Co-Producers
of Home and Away

[Here at The Yodeller,
we don’t make a habit of
answering Letters to the
Editor but you folks are
clearly messing with my
head. On page 6 of the brochure for Home and Away
you identify Rosemary

Sloot as “Guest Artist,
Juror”. On page 12 headed,
“Thank You!” you lead
with: “Our first thank you
goes to Rosemary Sloot for
germinating the seed of
inspiration for Home and
Away. . . . [She] brought it
full circle when she agreed
to judge the show.” Then
at the top of the Acknowledgements page of the
100 page book, Home and
Away, which the two of you
put together with Eleanor
Ovtscherenkoyou and
which I read in its entirety,
you write that Sloot “also
graciously agreed to jury
the art exhibit.” So if this
reviewer was suffering
under some sort of misconception about Rosemary
Sloot’s role here, you’re the
ones who planted it.
But regardless of who
did or didn’t act as juror,
congratulations on a moving and thought-provoking
exhibition and book. HG]

yOU dOn’t have tO
MaKe the drive tO
siMcOe
[Re: cheesy Quotes, theoretical
Physics, Four Brothers and a cow,
The Pursuit of Happiness, March 17,
Jeffrey Schiller] Morgan here,

yet another VG Family
member. I am married to
fourth born Kevin and I
run the marketing and
creative for VG Meats.
Thanks for the great article and the kind words. A
really refreshing approach
to your writing. I’m not
sure if you are aware but
we have a monthly meat
drop there in London so
you can make the journey even shorter should
you choose. Our drop is
part of our Farm to City
program where we skip
the middleman — the big
grocery chains. Hopefully
the French’s thing will
open some consumers’
eyes to the struggles of

small businesses with
these giants. We bring our
meat directly from our
store to a driveway near
you. We have hosts in
three cities now who lend
out their driveways to us
once a month to park our
freezer van and distribute
the meat that people order from our e-commerce
site. You can check it out
at vgfarmtocity.ca. Our next
drop in London is April
11th at 7:30pm. The location is 39 Scottsdale St.
in Lambeth - actually my
parents’ home. Thanks for
supporting local food and
happy MEATing.
— Morgan Van Groningen

is it liKe We needed
tO iMPOrt MOre
hOMeless PeOPle?
[Re: it’s a Weird time When
nobody trusts Government,
Commentary, March 3, Susan
Cassan] Meanwhile Canada’s

300,000 homeless,
including London’s 2,000
homeless, rage against
the treasonous Liberal
bullying of giving homes,
hotel & motel rooms, cell
phones, Via Rail & YMCA
passes and tuitions to
Syria’s homeless.

— mememine

sOMetiMes liFe is edGy
enOUGh, thanKs
[Re: edgy as a Beach Ball, Riplash,
Mar. 3, Jason Rip] First of

all, what is “edgy”? The
harsher aspects of life
would hardly be considered to be “entertaining”
by those living through
them. Is theatre meant to
be educational, political,
entertaining . . . or a combination? Why shouldn’t
the largest theatres in
this community be a safe,
numbing space? What
if the “real world” is
frightening, stressful and
mind-numbingly grinding? What if theatre is
escapism? The movies
enjoyed a golden age during the Great Depression,
because it was a place to

go to forget. You may like
to eat meat, but for some
people, daily living is soulcrushing. The theatre may
be the one and only place
where dreams do come
true . . . and the good
guy wins . . . and justice
is served . . . and babies
aren’t abandoned, and
young people aren’t sold
into sex slavery, politicians aren’t criminals
and climate change isn’t
going to end the world.
Because if you want edgy,
watch the news. What if
there is a place . . . a need?
For healthy, beautiful
young people to tap-taptap their hearts out on a
stage . . . for an audience
who desperately, for two
hours, NEEDS to not process anymore agony.
[You write:] “Time to
address the notion that
edgy does not sell. Of
course, there’s some truth
to it, partly due to the
fact that there are huge
segments of society that
do not go to the theatre
at all. “
If theatres were presenting edgy, and people
didn’t go, that would
support the argument
that edgy doesn’t sell. But
theatres aren’t - and people still aren’t attending.
Whatever theatre presents, there will always be
people who don’t attend. I
will never go to a Monster
Truck rally or a Nascar
race or a public execution.
And there is “theatre” that
I won’t attend. What is
“theatre’s” mandate? To
challenge prejudices? To
entertain? To provide a
mindless, heart-warming,
brain-numbing escape for
two hours? To educate? To
stir political forces?
Yes. This, and so much
more. Theatre doesn’t
have to be “edgy” to be
moving, impactful, or relevant. To look for theatre
to be “edgy”, is like expecting your next sexual
experience to be spectacular compared to the

one before. Sometimes,
theatre is and should be
flannel pyjamas, curled up
with your cat in front of
a fireplace . . . because . . .
sometimes, real life is shit.
— Diane Haggerty

the eFFicacy OF
BeniGn neGlect
[Re: how art in london Gets
Made, Hermaneutics, Feb. 18,
Herman Goodden] Just want

you to know how much
I enjoyed your article. I
think you are spot on. I
lived, graduated OCA and
worked in Toronto before
making the insane move
of buying an old ruin of
a cottage and eventually
moving to rural Co. Clare
in Ireland in the 90’s. I
came back to Canada in
2005 (just before the
global bankers’ crash) and
decided to settle in bluecollar St. Thomas. The
reason being - a studio, affordable housing and the
“safety valve” . . . that it
was close to London. Well,
when all the factories
closed, I speculated what
it would be like living in
a ghost town . . . but it
didn’t happen. And in the
10 years that I have been
here, not only have I met
and become aware of the
vibrant art community in
the area, I have also seen
it grow as great people
moved in too. My living
environment (and the
web) has allowed me to
continue in my preferred
role of “outsider” — albeit within the periphery
of “the Art Scene”. Also
various Public Galleries like St. Thomas-Elgin
Public Art Centre and the
Judith and Norman Alix
Art Gallery (Sarnia) do so
much to support regional
artists.
I only wish Museum
London would ramp up
its agenda. Anyway — end
result — I like to visit
Toronto but it’s good to
come home.
Best regards
Josepha van den Anker
03.31.16
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hollywood heart-Throb Tony Curtis ate Chicken pickins in london
TONY CurTis quiCklY
develOped a repuTaTiON
fOr beddiNg his
CONTempOrarY sTarleTs
aNd leadiNg ladies
by barry Wells

a

Fter Yodeller columnist
Dan (Scoop) Mailer
spilled the beans about
a young Walt Disney
staying at Ma Butler’s rooming
house at the southwest corner
of Queens Avenue and Clarence
during the early 1920s in the
March 17th edition of The
London Yodeller, I knew I’d have
to dig deep for some column
fodder to bring my A game to
these pages.
So I went to my old standby,
ace-in-the-hole, Sonny Drys-

6 the london yodeller

dale, Hollywood’s crackerjack
agent to the stars. Sonny was
born in London on Becher Street
back in the days when drinking
beer on a Sunday was a sin, so
he knows everything about this
town, including the name of the
drunken justice of the peace
who rode a Harley through Gord
Kent’s Silver Dollar on Dundas
in 1947. He also remembers the
time New York Yankees’ catcher
Yogi Berra rolled into Labatt
Park with local ball hero Frank
Colman in September of 1948
and when singer Nat King Cole
walked into the 7 Dwarfs Restaurant for dinner in 1960.
According to Sonny, matinee
idol, Tony Curtis (1925-2010),
once dined at The Three Little
Pigs Pentry (owned by city
council member Earl Nichols)
at 30 Wharncliffe Road North
back in September of 1965. The
Three Little Pigs Pentry, you
may remember, was the place

03.31.16

to go on Friday and Saturday
nights after the bars closed in
the ‘50s and early ‘60s.
Sonny says “Tony had a
basket of chicken pickins, crinklecut fries and a cuppa coffee
at The Pigs Pentry shortly after
he completed the Stoney Curtis
voice-overs for The Flintstones
cartoon series. I was with him.
We were on our way to Toronto
to meet with Normie Panama,
the producer of Not With My
Wife, You Don’t! Tony starred
in that flick in ‘66 with painin-the-ass George C. Scott. I got
Tony $375K for the part — a
good payday back then for a
comedy. Some of the movie was
shot at the Goose Bay Air Base
in Labrador. If it wasn’t for the
15 cases of Canadian Club flown
in, everyone would have frozen
their asses off.”
On my next trip to the
library I speared a copy of Tony
Curtis’s 2008 autobiography,
American Prince, A Memoir,
written with Peter Golenbock, to
learn more about this legendary heart-throb from the Golden
Age of Hollywood; a ladies’ man
known in the film biz for his
strong work ethic, engaging,
risk-taking personality, debonair style and remarkable Cary
Grant imitations.
Born Bernard Schwartz
in 1925 in Manhattan, raised
in poverty in a tough Bronx
neighbourhood by Hungarian
Jews who emigrated to the U.S.
after World War I, Pretty Boy
Tony joined the U.S. Navy at 16,
then after the war using the G.I.
Bill, studied at the Dramatic
Workshop in The Big Apple.
After being spotted by a talent
scout, Curtis was signed by
Universal Pictures where he
quickly developed a reputation
for bedding his contemporary
starlets and leading ladies,
including Marilyn Monroe several years before she became
a star. Curtis freely admits he
was addicted to sex while also
revealing his life-threatening

problems with alcohol and
cocaine.
Curtis hobnobbed with all
the major film stars of the day,
including living with Brando
and running with Sinatra’s Rat
Pack while starring in such

of photos and letters; a model of
his 25th-anniversary Trans Am
muscle car; driving gloves; cash
and gold coins; his Navy medals;
a single Percocet tablet; paintbrushes, paints, a sketchbook
and his iPhone. So if you want to
call Tony’s iPhone, talk to Sonny
Drysdale. He’s got his private
phone number.

sPrinGBanK daM Just when

Tony Curtis became a prolific painter
in his 60s after his 60-year film and
TV career dried up.

classics as Houdini (1953), Trapeze (1956), The Defiant Ones
(1958), Some Like It Hot (1959),
Spartacus (1960), The Great
Imposter (1961), The Great Race
(1965) and The Boston Strangler
(1968). Some Like It Hot was
named by the American Film Institute as the funniest movie of
all time in 2000. Curtis received
a Best Actor Academy Award
nomination for his role in The
Defiant Ones.
Actress Jamie Lee Curtis, his daughter from his first
marriage to actress Janet Leigh
(Curtis married six times), says
her father was “a little mashugana” — Yiddish for crazy — but
always full of life. In his 60s,
Curtis became a prolific, selftaught painter to channel his
creative energy.
According to Curtis’s widow,
Jill Vandenberg-Curtis, Tony was
buried with a melange of his
favourite things, including his
white Stetson; a travel bag full

media-types and city hall junkies were settling in for another
tortured council debate during
the never-ending saga of the
Springbank Dam (to fix it or not
fix it, that is the question) on
March 22, council voted 15-0
to defer all public debate on
the dam until more legal advice
is given to city council behind
closed doors. Since there’s no
active litigation involving the
dam, why this legal advice must
be given during confidential session is perplexing.
On the other hand, the
Chippewas of the Thames First
Nation have served notice on
the City the dam violates their
220-year-old treaty rights, so
it’s possible any move to repair
and reactivate the structure
could lead to another costly
lawsuit.
Ward 11 Councillor Stephen
Turner and several others on
council who favour decommissioning the unnecessary dam,
are of the view any environmental assessment of the dam
should only occur after council
decides what to do with it, not
before, as is proposed by our
confused-looking City Engineer
John Braam. The earliest this
mind-bending debate will return to council is April 12.
Given this Springbank Dam
mess has been unfolding since
July 9, 2000 when a surging
Thames River blew out the
dam, it’s safe to say this project
is the most screwed-up file in
London’s history. The sooner
the dam is decommissioned, the
better.

es s a ys in i d le n e s s

On WraTh
uNfOrTuNaTelY, Our mOderN
idea Of eduCaTiON is all
leCTuriNg. We puT Them iN a
Class; ONe size fiTs all
by david Warren

it

is trUe that Parents have an influence on their children; we cannot
know how much. It is also true
that children are “born that way.” Among
the sane, nature and nurture are both
acknowledged, each working upon the
other, and Grace upon both. The list of
“rules” to be followed in raising a child
is both short and vague. This is because
each child is a person, and not one of
them a machine, and even the amount
of attention he needs varies from one to
another. Love being the Great Teacher,
what is taught through love may have
some good effect. But love is more than
forbearance.
Look at these creatures. Humans are
much different from cats (and other animals, such as painted turtles), and yet I
found, from my own childhood, that a cat
could demonstrate the nature of nature.
I so-to-say “owned” more than one from
a kitten, and noticed that each came endowed with a personality, an intelligence
level, a unique constellation of feline
dispositions. And while a cat cannot be
a dog, nor a tomcat drop kittens, every
cat will display some range. In these
respects, cats are much like people.
I regret to say that through complex
oversights, I was provided with only
two children to experiment upon; both
boys. For scientific purposes, I needed
dozens more. But even in this limited
field I immediately detected the kitten
phenomenon. The same with other people’s children, known since very young:
“They come that way,” and unless one is
tutoring not lecturing one will miss their
particular requirements.
Unfortunately, our modern idea of
education is all lecturing. We put them
in a class; one size fits all. As anyone can
see from the products of this system,
they do not learn from it. In particular,
the notion that education centres on
the development of character, from that

power I most fear is the one who seems
to possess no temper. He may prove a
monster of self-will, and brooding malice. The anger will never be shouted in
words, yet may be subtly broadcast in a
gesture. It will be absorbed, and stored,
in his silent battery. But in the moment
he “gets even,” you will learn the truth.
And he will never forgive you thereafter,
now that you have come to know him.
Never work for psychopaths; and stop
electing them to high office.
My father, who was honest, could
explode like a volcano; but had forgiven and forgotten within a few hours.
Unfortunately the recipient of his blast
might take longer.
It is hard to be wise
with anger. It makes
you blind, hence the
expression, “blind
anger.” My schooling in this was from
people actually blind,
long a topic of fascination. When a person
who is blind becomes
“ The tygers of wrath are wiser than the horses of instruction.”
William Blake: The Marriage of Heaven & Hell, 1790
angry, he loses the
capacity to sense his
environment, and starts colliding with
is not always apparent. I knew a man
things he would normally have avoided.
of seemingly saintly disposition, who
I recommend the autobiography of the
did not rise to any goad; who reacted to
French Resistance hero, Jacques Lusseyescalating taunts by turning away and
ran (1924–71), blinded in a childhood
becoming reflective; who endured an
accident: And Then There Was Light.
unendurable woman without complaint
Among those physically sighted,
for many years; who did not flinch from
as I have found to my cost, anger likeacute physical pain, nor yell when anywise blinds one to fact. The enemy is
one would yell, but spoke of fate philodemonized, his virtues are disregarded.
sophically, and counselled others simply
to endure. We were all surprised the day
he killed himself.
In certain traditional Asian cultures,
anger is suppressed, and insult is greeted
with smiles, and then with giggling. I
have watched ignorant Westerners miss
these cues, even when warned. We think
they fail to take us seriously, and become
angrier, pushing our luck. The giggling
expresses nervous anxiety; the preceding smiles were meant to assuage. But
the capacity for anger is certainly there,
and when finally it is unleashed, you are
a dead man.
William Blake wrote, “Sooner murder an infant in its cradle than nurse
unacted desires.” Granted, he presented
this as a Proverb of Hell, but with arcane
Swedenborgian approval. The man of
which is uniquely endowed, is lost on our
pedagogic authorities. Given what human beings are, there are moral implications in every form of learning, and this
does not cease when “why” is replaced
across the board with “how to.”
To call wrath a Deadly Sin is a
beginning, but it helps to understand of
what the sin might consist. It cannot be
a judgement on mere temperament, or
cats would be capable of sin. My father
and I were born with unholy tempers,
my elder son and my paternal grandfather apparently without. Wrath is a sin
to which some seem untempted. They
can be vexed but the emotional response

Reckless assertions will be made, about
his acts and motives. To bear false witness is among the most grievous crimes,
yet in the state of wrath, one bears it
lightly. Even when the assertions are
true, they will be unbalanced. Great
generals in the field have known since
the time of Sun Tzu that they may make
their opponents blunder, from rage. And
clever politicians have mastered the
art of infuriating their rivals. Anger can
make us do the enemy’s bidding; hence
the bottomless wisdom in Christ’s “resist
ye not evil.” Run clear of it, by foot or in
mind.
Yet if there were no anger there
would be no justice, so anger must have
a place. The desire for vengeance impinges upon a divine prerogative; but the
withholding of punishment may actually
be a sin against charity. “An eye for an
eye, a tooth for a tooth,” is a prescription
for mildness and proportion, lost on us
today. Our cult of cowardly “niceness”
has largely undermined or supplanted
the older societal view of crime and
blackguardly behaviour: that it had to be
dealt with, that it couldn’t be habitually
ignored without terrible consequences.
It is like pacifism: one half of a moral
instruction, and that the feebler. Weighing requires a scale, and thus the chastity
of the balance, held away from the bodily
passions. The trial begins with oneself:
“To what degree is my anger just? To
what degree my own projection?” For
anger illuminates a dark landscape. In
a flash it can show us what is lurking
there. Or perhaps what is not lurking.
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The fraNkfurT sChOOl
poisoning Western Culture for 75 Years
by susan Cassan
War is Peace; Freedom is Slavery; Ignorance is Strength.
— Big Brother in George Orwell’s 1984

“When I use a word” Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, “it means just what I
choose it to mean — neither more nor less.”
“The question is,” said Alice, “whether you can make words mean so many different things.”
“The question is,” said Humpty Dumpty, “which is to be master — that’s all.”
— Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland
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OOK at the devastated
landscape we see
around us: children
subject to legally
sanctioned death from the
moment of their conception to their “right to
die” teens; clergymen in
Alberta under legal attack
for quoting Bible verses
about homosexuality; and
Grade 8 camping trips in
Toronto with mixed gen-
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der sleeping cabins. (You
can’t make this stuff up.)
How the distortion
of laws and corruption
of language came about
is a puzzle that Michael
Walsh, in his book The
Devil’s Pleasure Palace,
explains. He points to the
members of the Institute for Social Research,
(called the Frankfurt
School), an adjunct of the
University of Frankfurt,
which was developed in
Germany between the
World wars as an explicitly Marxist institution.
The Frankfurt School is
featured in internet documentaries as the centre of
leftist conspiracies.
Walsh ramps up the
charges against the Frankfurt School. He creates
a convincing extended
metaphor, comparing the
influence of the School on
American (and Canadian)
thought to the temptations offered to Eve and
Faust by Satan. The result
is an analysis of some
seminal thinkers who
have stamped Western
philosophy, literature, art,
music and politics with
their subversive message.
Walsh sees the similarity
between the temptations
offered by Satan to Eve
and to Faust and the operations of the Frankfurt
School’s Critical Theory
on Western thought. In
both cases, the motives of
03.31.16

the tempters, Satan and
the Frankfurt Marxists,
were driven by resentment for lost revolutions,
the war against God, and
the failure of the proletarian revolution in Europe
to materialize. The wedge
they used was to appeal
to the targets’ discontent
with limits on behaviour.
The reward for Eve, Faust

marriage WhiCh
used TO be eNTered
iNTO ‘ revereNTlY,
disCreeTlY,
advisedlY, sOberlY ’
fOr The NurTuriNg
aNd prOTeCTiON Of
ChildreN, is afTer
all, jusT aNOTher
TOOl Of OppressiON
and North American society was sex.
Michael Walsh is
a music and literature
scholar. He has published novels and written screenplays. Walsh’s
background enables him
to quote extensively from
Milton’s Paradise Lost
and Goethe’s Faust. His
abilities with fiction make
his writing fresh, sharp
and often funny.
Frankfurt School
members, Freud, Marcuse,
Fromm, Gramsci, Lucacs

19th century artist (unknown): Faust and Mephistopheles
playing chess

and others hightailed it
out of Germany when
Hitler came to power. Columbia University offered
those who fled to America
space, legitimacy, and a
platform from which to
undermine American
culture.
Marxists in Europe
were bitter about the
failure of the revolution
Marx predicted to occur. Gramsci and Lucacs
theorized that revolution
could also be accomplished by tunneling into
the countries’ literature
and cultural beliefs. The
proles would see how the
foundational myths and
stories of their culture
kept them in their place.
In America, the object was
to create class conflict and
reveal the lie behind the
American Dream.
That’s a hard sell.
However, Eric Fromm in
Escape from Freedom
argued that the medieval
peasant was happier
than the “free” American
because he knew his place
and did not suffer from
the anxiety of ambition,
softening up Americans
(and Canadians) to accept
totalitarianism. Freud revealed that the family was
not a refuge, but the scene
of violent emotions, the

Oedipus complex, and the
pruning of the unfettered
polymorphous perversity of the child into the
focused sexuality of the
adult. Herbert Marcuse
took it a step further by
declaring polymorphous
perversity as the ideal. All
the theories urged readers to question the value
of freedom and democratic culture. Sweep it away
to make room for a utopia.
But don’t show your hand
by naming it as Marxist.
These and other
ideas were injected into
the post war thinking
of universities on both
sides of the Atlantic. The
leftist presence in the
intelligentsia of the time
made for fertile ground
for these ideas as all were
critical of the American
“bourgeois” society (that
had just saved Europe
from destruction).
Revolution became
an automatic positive.
After the Civil Rights
movement, successive
revolutions have all been
welcomed: women’s
rights, disability rights,
gay rights, transgender
rights . . . Each successive
movement has borrowed
legitimacy from the Civil
Rights movement. Each
has produced some posi-

tive effects while other
consequences were not so
positive. The rebellion in
the heart of the family has
produced a breakdown,
resulting in divorce, single
parenthood, and population decline. To the students of Critical Theory
psychology, that’s no loss.
The family is after all the
source of oppression and
neurosis.
The sweetener offered: Free Love (really
free sex). Women are sold
the idea that they, too,
can sow wild oats. If they
don’t want to harvest
them, abortion is offered
freely. That many women
can’t or won’t take that
option means that women
(and sometimes men) and
children have no claim on
a partner to help with the
emotional, physical and
financial aspects of child
rearing. Marriage which
used to be entered into:
“reverently, discreetly,
advisedly, soberly” for the
nurturing and protection
of children, is after all, just
another tool of oppression.
By imposing Political Correctness on
language, making certain
words “unspeakable” the
subversive left is able to
shut down discussion on
these and other topics.
Walsh observes: “They
constantly lob accusations
of racism, sexism, ageism,
homophobia, Islamophobia, whatever – the list is
endless and constantly
refreshed by the outrage
of the day.”
The left, by controlling words, limits the
discussion of public policy
on the family, children,
women and even the real
and present danger of terrorism. What answer does
Walsh suggest? A wake

l a yi n g d own t h e l a w t o n

Je Suis Tired of This
up call to appreciate the
priceless treasure of
Western Civilization and
to recognize that the call
to rebellion, like the one
Satan offered Eve and
Faust, is bankrupt. Marxist regimes are in shambles. Even the young see
the hollowness in the
sexual revolution. The
Apple isn’t looking quite
so rosy anymore.
As Walsh says, the
West is locked in combat but with important

advantages: “Only one
camp, however, has the
additional elements of
duty, honor, and country on its side. Only one
side defends its women
and children. Only one
side fights to preserve
instead of destroy, to
honor instead of mock, to
improve instead of tear
down.”
Stop the “deconstructing” of our heritage for signs of racism,
sexism, homophobia.
Reclaim free speech.
Remind ourselves that
it is America, whose
ideals we share, which
has brought, however
imperfectly, the greatest
advances in both standard of living and civil
liberty which the world
has yet seen.
The Devil’s Pleasure Palace:
The Cult of Critical Theory
and the Subversion of the
West by Michael Walsh

by andreW laWton

t

he WOrld hashtaGGed
“Je suis Charlie”
when members of the
Charlie Hebdo editorial
team were gunned down
in their Paris offices.
Leaders marched in the
street chanting “Je suis
Paris” when 130 were
killed in the November
2015 terrorist attacks,
also in Paris. And here we
are again, declaring our
solidarity for the people
of Brussels, Belgium,
with the latest Pollyanna
pledge, “Je suis Bruxelles.”
Whatever would we do if
terrorists struck a nonFrench-speaking country,
and we had to come up
with a new formula?
In October of 2015,
President Barack Obama
entered the White House
press gallery to respond
to a mass shooting – not
connected to Islamic
terrorism – at Umpqua
Community College in
Roseburg, Oregon. Observers noted he appeared far
more exasperated than
usual. His remarks seemed
to back this up. “Somehow
this has become routine,”
he said. “The reporting is
routine. My response here
at this podium ends up being routine, the conversation in the aftermath of it .
. . We have become numb
to this.”
Where was this sense
less than two months
later, when three dozen
people were killed or
injured by a husband and
wife team of terrorists
in San Bernardino, Calif.,
at the Inland Regional
Center? Despite all of the
examples from recent
years of radical Muslims
using their religion and
ideology to justify the

taking of innocent life,
terrorism is still fraught
with a slew of apologists,
who endeavour to ‘understand’ – rather than fight
– violent jihad.
When a knife-armed
man, claiming direction
by Allah (probably just a
coincidence that that is
the name of the Muslim
god) stabbed two soldiers
in a north Toronto recruiting centre, it didn’t take a
genius to see this as the
new face of terror. The
war is not one comprised
of armies fighting armies,
as civilized conflicts
throughout the course
of history have been, but
rather of self-proclaimed
militants preying on innocent and unsuspecting
civilians. These attacks
have become, to borrow
from Obama’s speechwriters, routine, but few
in positions of political
leadership seem to share
my exasperation.

as

a sUrvivOr OF
suicide and one
who has dealt firsthand
with mental illness, I understand that diseases of
the mind can plague one’s
decision-making. But that
in no way means that we
can use ‘mental illness’ as
a catchall for horrific acts
when we are too politically correct to confront the
realities of ideologically
driven acts. The West cannot be blamed for being
targeted by terrorism. The
United States, France, Belgium, even Canada, have
been targeted not because
of individual national
identities, but because we
stand – in theory, anyway
– for values of freedom
and democracy, which are
detestable ideals to those
who believe Sharia should
be the law of the land. We

have nothing to apologize
for, yet people still make
excuses.
Though the mainstream media has not challenged Prime Minister Justin Trudeau on his weak
stance in the fight against
terror, a recent comment
made by Trudeau seems
to indicate he thinks such
a fight doesn’t even exist.
Not for Canadians, anyway.
Trudeau said in the House
of Commons that Canada
was not “at war” with
Daesh, more commonly
known as the group proclaiming itself the Islamic
State. Perhaps Trudeau
is sticking to a literal
meaning of the word ‘war,’
limited to what I described
earlier as army versus
army, but I fear that he is
saying there is no ideological war against extremism.
It’s entirely possible
that his naiveté has led
him to believe that terrorism only happens in
other countries, despite
the Toronto stabber, the
Parliament Hill shooter,
and the Toronto 18. We’ve
seen radicalism hit incredibly close to home, as
I noted in my most recent
column, with the three
South Secondary School

graduates who ended up
implicated in terrorism
in northern Africa. How
many “Je suis ______” solidarity campaigns will it
take for us to realize that
these are not outliers, and
that we must combat this
phenomenon with both
force and intelligence?

M

Ore iMPOrtantly, We
can’t abandon our
allies, who are all facing
similar challenges to us
right now. This requires
more than having world
leaders link arms and
walk through the streets
of Paris, which I’d imagine reduced terrorism by
approximately zero per
cent. Radicalization is a
complex process, and will
never be completely preventable. But I am certain
that more can be done to
mitigate it than current
practices – which, in many
ways, appear to ignore
the salient fact that some
Muslims do, in fact, want
to kill innocent people
because of their religion.
Moderate Muslims,
in particular, should
be standing up against
terrorism. Many do, but
clearly not enough action
is taken to purge the
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radicals from within their
midst. This must change.
Many on the left have
asked me, when responding to terrorism attacks,
‘Why is it the responsibility of Muslims to condemn
acts of terror?’ I would ask
how could it not be?
As a Christian, I must
condemn organizations
like Westboro Baptist
Church, which distort my
religion, including the
messages of the Bible
and of Jesus. Jews must
condemn groups like Lev
Tahor, a radically orthodox sect with a disregard
for the law. Muslims must
condemn terrorists. But
even within those groups,
why is it only the Muslim
radicals, en masse, who
commit acts of violence?
Despite the odd bomber
of an abortion clinic (a
reprehensible act, regardless of how reprehensible
what goes on inside
those clinics is) radical
Christians say unpopular
things, rather than systematically orchestrating
mass attacks. But I will
not hesitate to say that
they are not representative of my religion.
So let me just say, “Ie
suis tired of this.”
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Sweden …
realizing bergman’s worst fears
iNgmar bergmaN ONCe
deClared The ONlY
pOliTiCal parTY he ever
belONged TO Was The parTY
Of The sCared
by Paula adamiCk

i

nGMar BerGMan Was a cOnsUMMate
artist and a perennial rebel, invariably
at odds with conventional thinking.
He was also a paradoxical atheist, ever
in search of the God he didn’t believe in,
and tormented by God’s imagined absence. This meant the celebrated Swedish filmmaker’s obsession with religious
and existential issues made him a social
iconoclast always at odds with his fellow Swedes who could not understand
the reverence his films inspired outside
Sweden. Or his reputation as a cinematic
auteur and directeur du conscience.
Conversely, neither did Bergman fans realize — as they lined up at
cinemas around the world to see such
masterpieces as The Seventh Seal (1957),
Wild Strawberries (1957), The Virgin
Spring (1960), Through a Glass Darkly
(1961), and Winter Light (1963) – that
Swedes at home didn’t share their appreciation for his films.
Too personal, the Swedes sniffed.
Too dark. Too depressing. Too religious.
“Bergman (1918-2007) was said to suffer from ‘a Christian hangover’ and one
Swedish reviewer after another was critical of Bergman’s ‘meaningless digging
in Angst’,” recalls Birgitta Steen, a former
film professor at Stockholm University.
“Instead they called for films depicting
the lives of ‘ordinary decent people’.”
The irony couldn’t have been sharper for Bergman fans who understood
better than most that Bergman’s films
were about ordinary decent people …
but from the inside, from the soul’s point
of view. A point of view that no longer
interested the average Swede who, in the
postwar years, had become a dedicated
citizen of the world’s most admired secu-
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lar welfare state. And indeed, in those
years, this Swedish Utopia earned lavish
praise from the avant garde and from
postwar trendsetters delighted with
Sweden’s dismantling of her centuriesold traditions and replacing them with a
new, oh-so-fresh culture of youth which,
in turn, reduced the Lutheran church,
which once provided the moral and
religious backbone of the country, into a
ritual service provider of baptism, marriage and burial only.
To such a sensitive soul as Bergman,
the son of a Lutheran minister who’d
been a chaplain to the Swedish king and
queen, such social and political change
was deeply troubling, even frightening.
While multitudes of educated Swedes
were rejecting Christian values and
embracing humankind as merely an
evolutionary accident with no intrinsic
value, meaning or purpose, the filmmaker watched in horror. Believing fervently
that there was much more to humankind
than his countrymen supposed, Bergman
sensed that such hedonistic materialism
was inimical to life itself, even suicidal.
And his long and anguished artistic
career reflected this internal spiritual
struggle at every turn, to the point where
he once declared the only political party
he ever belonged to was the Party of the
Scared.

y

et nOW in retrospect, it seems beyond obvious that all Bergman was
doing was presenting on film the
inevitable decadence and deterioration
occurring in his beloved homeland. And
that his artistic muse was continually
warning him that Sweden’s abandonment of the Faith of his forbears would
leave both self and homeland morally
weak, defenceless and in fatal decline.
Does that mean that one of Sweden’s
most famous ‘outsiders’ has, at long last,
been vindicated? Consider the facts. Now
in the seventh decade of Sweden’s grand
utopian experiment, this Scandinavian
nation of nearly 10 million souls is facing
its greatest existential crisis since her
Christian conversion in the 11th century.
Not only is her neighbour, Norway,
threatening to close their adjoining
border and abandon the Geneva Con-

Taking a break from the black plague, a disillusioned knight (Max von Sydow) tries
out some life-prolonging strategies in a game of chess with Death (Bengt Ekerot)
in Ingmar Bergman’s 1957 classic The Seventh Seal.

vention if Sweden collapses under the
tidal wave of unassimilating migrants
entering the country, the Swedish
foreign minister is now admitting the
country has been so destabilized and its
socialist system placed under such an
immense burden that Sweden is looking
abroad to borrow money to pay for the
influx.
That means that Sweden is facing
the largest humanitarian crisis in her
history. In fact, according to Danish historian Lars Hedegaard, Sweden’s liberal
refugee policy has so endangered the
country that the economy will collapse
— because who is going to pay for it all?
“And economic breakdowns, once they
happen, always happen very fast,” he
predicts.
Still, the economic crisis is just
one consequence of Sweden’s liberal
multicultural policies that have also
produced ethnic conflict and riots in
2015 and 2013. “We’re talking about
easily offended individuals who, when
they perceive themselves to be offended, take action to protect their honour,”
Hedegaard added.

t

here’s alsO the problem of Islamic
radicalization which has resulted
in Gothenburg and several other
large Swedish cities hosting “different
centres of very strong Wahhabi leaders
and they work like religious engines for
international jihadism,” says Ulf Bostrom, Sweden’s lone integration police
inspector.
Yet, as Bergman well knew, it’s the
close-up frames that get to the heart
of any story. Like the city of Ostersund,

pop. 44,500, which just cancelled their
annual Earth Hour event, symbolizing
their “green” goal of being 100% fossil
free. The reason? Along with its inundation of Muslim migrants, the city has
been experiencing a recent epidemic
of nightly rapes and sexual assaults on
victims as young as ten. Now afraid of
the dark, the residents of Ostersund
have just joined Bergman’s Party of the
Scared.
Would that have amused or horrified the filmmaker? Either way, the
irony would have made him smile —
that when faced with the real threat of
mass rapes after dark, the pantheistic
Swedes would opt to keep the lights on
and reject the pantheistic flummery of
Earth Hour. Bergman might also feel
vindicated that he was right to worry
about Sweden’s decades of secularliberal indulgence and that he was right
to fear that Sweden’s – and Europe’s –
postwar dalliance with secular humanism would become a cultural and
economic disaster.
Today, Europe’s churches are
empty, Sunday services go virtually
unattended except for tourists, Christianity is considered retrograde even
laughable, birth rates are low to nil,
debt loads are at historic highs and the
whole continent is adrift. And in its
stead is a contemporary hedonism that
would have saddened but not surprised
him. Bergman understood better than
most that without a religious dimension – the very dimension he was so
uncomfortable with — any commitment to true human freedom would be

erratic and too weak to inspire any real
sacrifice in its name among a population unprepared to put their comfortable lives at risk or even on hold when
freedom is seriously challenged. Which
is why the terrorist atrocities in Europe
will continue and multiply, the latest
being the bloody bombings in Brussels
on March 22 where terrorists set their
targets ever closer to the very heart of
the elitist EU and its dysfunctional and
disintegrating order.
In a world no longer ruled by moral
absolutes but by a utilitarian calculus
– where risks and costs are endlessly
assessed – sacrifice is now rare. And the
human soul is being steadily diminished
by indulging in ideas and attitudes
inimical to life, leading to the easy
acceptance of abortion, infanticide, assisted suicide and euthanasia. Which, in
turn, leads directly to the death of real
individuals who are being killed, often
now by physicians, if not by terrorists.
This is exactly the kind of humanistic

savagery Bergman feared, yet viewed as
inevitable whenever and wherever it is
given free rein.
What he may not have foreseen,
however, may become his ultimate irony:
Bergman’s very obsession with Christianity – and the huge cost of its loss
-- may cause the Swedes to welcome him
back into their fold.
So predicts the English philosopher
and aesthete, Roger Scruton: “Even at
his most humorous, Bergman takes a
religious view of human beings, as creatures who are not merely in the world,
as animals are, but also aspiring to make
sense of it. Wild Strawberries shows that
we achieve that aspiration when we look
upon all that has happened to us, and
accept it in a condition of forgiveness.
That very Christian theme constantly
recurs in Bergman’s most important
films and may be one reason why he
has fallen out of fashion; but it is also
a reason why he will very soon be in
fashion again.”
p
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does anyone here speak english?
by bob mCkenzie

If the English language made any sense, lackadaisical
would have something to do with a shortage of flowers.

c

OUrses teachinG the
English language to
immigrants recently
arrived in Canada used
to be called “English for
New Canadians,” but
this phrase must have
somehow lacked political
correctness, because the
term is now “English as
a Second Language.” But
this term fails to make
sense, because many
“New Canadians” — or
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— Doug Larson

whatever we’re supposed
to call them now — already have a second language, and maybe a third
or fourth. It’s just that
none of them is English.
How about “English for
People Who Speak One
or More Languages Other
than English”?
The trouble is, many
unilingual English-speaking Canadians sometimes
speak something “other
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than English,” making it
difficult for newcomers to
pick up the language simply by listening to what
Canadians have to say, or
from what is spoken on
television or printed in
newspapers.
In Lewis Carroll’s
Through the Looking
Glass, Humpty Dumpty
tells Alice, “When I use a
word it means just what I
choose it to mean.” Many
English-speakers seem
to subscribe to Humpty
Dumpty’s theory of language. A current example
is the word “fulsome,”
which means excessive or
insincere, so that showering someone with fulsome
praise is actually an insult.
Lately it has become
fashionable, particularly
among pretentious speakers and writers of reports,
to think “fulsome” is an
erudite synonym for “full,”
as in “The committee carried out a fulsome examination of all the facts.”
“Literally” is the opposite of “figuratively,”
indicating that words are
to be interpreted in their
exact meanings, so that
a person who is “literally
flat on his back” is actually lying prostrate on the
ground. But “literally” is
often misused in a figurative context for emphasis,
as in “We were literally
killing ourselves laughing.” As well we might be
at this ridiculous misuse
of language.
“Flaunt” means to
show off, as in flaunting
one’s wealth by wearing a lot of expensive
(and probably tasteless)
jewellery. “Flout” means
to disregard with scornful
contempt: flouting the law
by deliberately driving
in the bicycle lane. But
you won’t have to look

We dRive on tHe paRkWay and
We paRk in tHe dRiveWay

very long before finding
in print something like
“She flouted her superior
intellect by pedantically
correcting her friends’ use
of language.”
“Disburse” means “to
give out,” usually referring
to money, while “disperse”
means “to scatter.” Why,
then, did a recent newspaper story report that the
directors of a charity were
deciding how to disperse
the organization’s funds?
Were they going to withdraw the money in small
bills and toss it from a
rooftop on a windy day?

in

the early years OF
flight, before today’s
many navigation aids had
been invented, a pilot
found his way by using
a directional antenna to
“home in” on transmissions from a radio station
located at his destination. While this means of
navigation is now obsolete, the phrase still exists
in a metaphorical sense:
to home in on something
is to focus sharply on it.
Possibly because “hone”
means to sharpen, we now
hear and read the corrupted and meaningless
expression to “hone in” on
something.

“I couldn’t care less...”
clearly means “I am completely indifferent...” —
but somehow this expression has been transformed
to “I could care less...”
which means the exact opposite of what the speaker
intends to convey.
English is full of words
which, although unrelated,
look or sound alike. Take
“loom,” for example. Is it
a machine for weaving
fabric, or a manner of appearing suddenly and indistinctly, like a great ship
seen to loom out of the
fog? Consider the following
sound-alikes: “reign” (what
the Queen does), “rain”
(drops of water falling
from the sky), and “rein”
(the strap fastened to a
horse’s bridle). To slow
the animal, the rider will
rein it in — an expression that can also be used
metaphorically. But most
people don’t ride horses
these days, and so we find
a newspaper report of a
politician who promises, if
elected, to reign in government spending.
English-speakers
sometimes mangle the
language into utter incomprehensibility with expressions such as “Skwowtna
back yard,” “Whyncha

have another beer,” and
“Mizewell stay here; it’s
too late to go anywhere
else.” (Translations: “Let’s
go out in the,” “Why don’t
you,” and “Might as well.”)
Place names are often
victims of altered pronunciation. The capital
of Ontario is usually
referred to as “Tranna” —
or sometimes “Trawna.”
Residents of our nearest
large American city pronounce its name as two
syllables, “De-troit,” with
the “oi” being a diphthong
like the “oy” in “toy.” But,
strangely, many Londoners expand the name into
three syllables: “De-troyit.” Canadians would pronounce every syllable of
“Baltimore, Maryland,” but
the residents of that city
will tell you they are from
“Ballmer, Merlin,” and
their major league baseball team is the “Ballmer
Orals.”
The prefix “in-” usually negates the word to
which it is attached; for
example, “inaccurate”
means “not accurate,”
“incompetent” means “not
competent.” But “flammable” and “inflammable”
both have exactly the
same meaning, describing
something that will burn.
Fireproof material would
have to be described as
“non-flammable” (or maybe “non-inflammable”).
There are many contractions in the English
language, such as “can’t”
for “cannot,” “isn’t” for “is
not,” “aren’t” for “are not,”
most of which are usually
used correctly. But there
is a problem with “don’t,”
the contraction for “do
not,” which is sometimes
used instead of “doesn’t”
as the contraction for
“does not.” A person who
makes a habit of saying,

for example, “He don’t
know what he’s doing” is
asking to be identified as
illiterate or poorly educated. Oddly enough, until
the 20th Century, “don’t”
was the accepted contraction, used by educated
people, for either “do not”
or “does not.” Someone
learning English by reading 19th Century writings
could easily become a “he
don’t” illiterate.
English has regular
and irregular verbs. Regular verbs form the past
tense by adding “-d” or
“-ed,” as in “formed,” “discovered,” “created.” Young
children try to apply this
as a general rule, and
end up saying things like
“The puppy bited me.” It
seems as though the most
frequently used English
verbs are irregular, and
there is no consistency
even when the words are
similar. We say “sing,”
“sang,” and “sung,” so why

not “bring,” “brang,” and
“brung”? Some past tenses
don’t even resemble the
present tense: “I go,” “I
went,” “I have gone.” One
of the reporters on CTV
News London is fond of
saying, “They have went.”
In many European
languages, Italian for
example, there is a perfect
correlation between
letters of the alphabet
and sounds. Each letter
always denotes the same
sound, and each sound is
consistently spelled with
the same letter(s). English
spelling, on the other
hand, is utter chaos. In an
essay advocating simplified spelling of English,
George Bernard Shaw
pointed out that “fish”
could be spelled “ghoti,”
using the “gh” of “rough,”
the “o” of “women,” and
the “ti” of “motion.”
The Internet has
opened up new possibilities for ambiguous and

confusing language. William, a speech therapist,
couldn’t understand why
feminists were demanding
to have his web site taken
down. The URL he had
chosen was “williamtherapist.com.”
A frequently cited example of the lunacy of the
English language is “We
drive on the parkway, and
we park in the driveway.”
I’m glad I learned English
when I was too young to
know how difficult it is. In
the words of Bob Dylan, “I
pity the poor immigrant”
who is trying to puzzle
out the vagaries of our
language.
For further reading I recommend Bill Bryson’s informative
and highly entertaining book,
MOTHEr TONGuE: ENGLISH
AND HOW IT GOT THAT
WAy (1990), available at the
London Public Library, from
used booksellers, or in a recent
paperback reissue from book
stores and on-line vendors.

SUPPORT THESE FINE BUSINESSES WHERE YOU’LL FIND
AeoliAn HAll
MUseUM london
tHe Art centre
MUsic & video PlAce
tHe Art eMPoriUM
Mystic booksHoP
Art excHAnge
tHe olde bAkery cAfe
ArtisAn bAkery
on tHe side AntiQUes
tHe Arts Project
PAlAce tHeAtre
frAMing & Art centre
Attic books
PlAyWorld
fringe cUstoM frAMing & gAllery
beAt goes on
QUiZnos
grAnd tHeAtre
bellone’s
rAilWAy city breWery
HArvey’s
bijAn’s Art stUdio
red roAster
irene’s fisH & cHiPs
b.j.’s coUntry MArket
root cellAr orgAnic cAfe
joe kool’s
bondi’s PiZZA
scot’s corner
joHn bellone’s
tHe book bin
sPeed city records
king edWArd restAUrAnt
boston PiZZA
stArbUcks
l.A. Mood
cArdinAl books
strAtHroy AntiQUe MAll
little beAver restAUrAnt
cHAUcer’s PUb
sUbWAy
tHe little book sHoPPe
cHerryHill MAll
sUnrise records
little red’s PUb & eAtery
Citi-Plaza mall
tiM Horton’s
london librAry brAncHes
city ligHts booksHoP
tUrner’s drUg store
london MUsic clUb
coffee cUltUre
villAge PiZZA
london PAin & HeAdAcHe clinic
covent gArden MArket
Western fAir district
long & McQUAde
cUltUre rising
WestlAnd gAllery
lUcAn donnelly MUseUM
dAvid’s bistro
WHite oAks MAll
MeMory lAne AntiQUes
elgin coUnty MUseUM
WiMPy’s diner
elgin coUnty rAilWAy MUseUM MicHAel gibson gAllery
Woodstock Art gAllery
MUldoon’s PiZZA
forest city sUrPlUs
yo yo’s yogHUrt
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d ispa tches from dystopia

Misery is
Relative

by

Ciara allen

D

espite being
convinced
I’m on the
brink of death at the slightest
twinge of pain, I am a hearty
lass. I only get sick two to
three times a year, and this
Henry Wallis (1830 – 1916): The Death of Chatterton
time I was struck down with
a real doozy. I spent nearly three days bedridden, certain my end was
near. When you’re that sick, there’s not much to do but cry-nap intermittently and find ways of passing the time during the waking moments.
Aside from drafting up my last will and testament (I have specified
that my toy collection should not be donated but buried with me) and
putting in some serious hours levelling up my Nord, Buffy (she’s an
absolute beast) in my current video game, there was little else to do but
visit various social media outlets to see what the rest of the world was
up to while I lay infirm. This did not turn out to be my favourite pastime, because everyone on the internet was busy feeling even sorrier for
themselves than I was.
Any quick perusing of online communities or blogs will expose you to
the most pathetic collection of embarrassing eternal children you could
ever encounter. Even as my brain dripped from my nose and I called out
feebly for my mommy, I felt more resilient than these ninnies weaving
their thin tales of personal victimization for anyone dumb enough to
listen. Something about it seems more off colour than my own sickly
pallor. Was it my disgust over this behaviour, or the force of my racking
cough that made me throw up in my slippers? I can’t be sure, but it was
enough to put me off the internet for the rest of my convalescence.
Victimhood is sort of like knighthood, if you bestow it upon yourself
you sound like a sad weirdo. I’m a little sorry if you fall into the massive
pool of individuals who have drawn a short stick in life, but I always
thought you were supposed to rise above adversity rather than revel in
it. Almost no circumstance should permit you to treat people however
you wish and shut down any legitimate criticisms of your character
because you’re too sensitive to be wrong. Maybe if your entire family
was murdered by a band of roving warlocks like in my fever dream you
might have a trump card, but that’s very unlikely. Besides, as the great
Canadian one-hit wonder Amanda Marshall once sang, “Everybody’s got
a story that could break your heart”. You don’t get to own sadness or anger or misery, you have to share it with everyone! Overstating your own
problems should make you feel guilty and, you know, dumb, instead of
inflating you like some weird egotistical beach ball that enjoys landing
in the middle of people’s picnics.
While my body is on the mend, my mind remains weak. These are the
delirious ramblings of a sick woman who hasn’t had a drink or a cigarette in days. Now that’s a legitimate cause for self-pity.
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t he pu r s u i t o f hap p i ness

it’s just business, Nothing personal
by Jeffrey sCHiller

i aM
nOt a
BiG

fan of the business
lunch. Too many
expectations. Too
many rules. Food
should be fun, it should be
enjoyed with friends and
family, it should be part
of a celebration. Whereas
business . . . well, business
is business.
Oh, don’t get me
wrong. I understand the
need for the famed business lunch. Many a deal
has been brokered over
pastrami on rye with a
kosher dill or a hearty
bowl of beef barley soup.
Every day fortunes are
made and lost as business
people wipe spaghetti
sauce or mustard from
their mouths. Back at the
office young business
tycoons curse as they try

to dab the butter stain
out of their $200 custom
made dress shirt or power
business suit.
Myself, sure, I’m not
going to say “no” or look
down my nose at others who enjoy the power
lunch but generally speaking, I’m just not a fan.
Sometimes, however, duty
calls and you have to take
one for the team. Today
was that day. “Hey, lets
discuss this over lunch”
— that dreaded phrase. I
might prefer not to ruin
a perfectly good meal by
rambling on endlessly and
trying to find polite ways
of filling time. But hey,
who am I to disagree with
the boss? Slice the pastrami, we’re on our way.
The decision seemed
easy enough, Why not try
Earls Kitchen & Bar on
Wellington south? Soon

enough a pleasant young
man greets us, as per his
training, and after a bit of
staring at the host stand
and the half empty dining
room we are shown to
our seats. We are quickly
welcomed and with drinks
ordered we begin the
usual rituals accompanying any business lunch.
“What’s new?” “How are
sales?” We confirm the
wife and kids are good,
check a few messages and
then take up the innovative menu. Not the usual
“chain roadhouse, pub”
food available just about
anywhere in London.
I quickly buy into
their own description: “A
global menu with modern versions of ethnic
cuisine staples”. Very
accurate, not to mention
promising. Our server was
initially prompt and very
friendly. She served up
our water and asked if we
were ready to order. Pen
in hand, order pad at the
ready, hip to the side. For
some reason I wanted to
call her Flo.
The inherent problem, if that’s the proper
word, with having a genuinely unique menu, is that
patrons will need more
time to peruse the “global
menu”. Sorry folks, there
will be no time for perusing today. Pick a dish. As
is my custom, I asked her
what is “awesome” on
the menu. It would seem
an easy question with so
many unique choices like,
Jeera chicken curry, bibimbap and a chicken, brie and
fig sandwich but alas, she
was stumped and gave me
the standard, “Oh, I don’t
know, everything’s good.”
Really? The default,
“Everything’s good,” is

the famous ‘I-couldn’t-bebothered-to-learn-themenu’ response. I’m sure
everything is “good”. The
point is, I can get “good”

i uNdersTaNd
The Need fOr The
famed busiNess
luNCh. maNY a
deal has beeN
brOkered Over
pasTrami ON rYe
WiTh a kOsher dill
Or a hearTY bOWl
Of beef barleY
sOup
at any roadhouse, chain or
pub. Your menu screams
awesome and originality. Finally a menu that is
worthy of some respect
and I get, “Everything’s
good”?
My business partner
was assured, after asking,

that the Hunan Kung Pao
was also “good”. Did it
have onions? “I think so.”
What about mushrooms?
“No, it doesn’t . . . oh wait
. . . yes it does, I think . . .
not sure, I will ask.”
Okay, enough. Seriously, enough. Let’s
back the bus up. Really?
I can live with not having my water topped up
because you are busy on
the phone. Dirty plates?
What’s the rush? After all,
there’s another table with
people at it on this snowy,
blizzardy Thursday afternoon.
I will apologize now
for my sarcasm but if you
are going to build a new
restaurant, decorate it
with nice, modern, somewhat unique décor and
have finally, an original
menu with bibimbap, confit chicken and pancetta
fettuccini and many other,
dare I say “awesome”
selections, then, by golly,
03.31.16

hire some staff that has
some passion and knowledge.
Earl’s menu makes
me happy but the service,
well . . . not so much.
If you go; try something original like the
Jeera chicken, served with
warm naan and basmati
rice. While you’re at it,
try an original cocktail
as well, like the “Bee’s
Knees” or “Cabin Fever”.
They have some really
unique choices. So I say
have fun with them and
go somewhere you would
not normally go. It will be
worth it.
Dishes are in the
$15.00 to $18.00 range
with some plates in the
$20.00 to $25.00 range,
topping out around $30.00.
Great drink selections
around eight to ten bucks.
EArLS KITCHEN AND BAr
1029 Wellington road South
London, ON 519-601-5513
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Tradition
Meets the
Future at the
Barber Shop
FOREST CITY FOLK is an ongoing documentary
of contemporary life in London by
London Photojournalist MENNO MEIJER
16 the london yodeller
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When two Dutch immigrants opened a barber shop as the first tenants of
Westown Plaza in 1960, they couldn’t know the business would still be thriving
in 2016 in what is now known as Cherryhill Village Mall. Sid and Pete’s Barber
Shop, later changed to just The Barber Shop, has been cutting the hair of several
generations of clients for 56 years and counting.
The shop has survived the passing of the original owners and today has barbers
from Italy, Poland, Palestine, Britain and Canada, with one barber, Tony Mazotta,
spanning 45 years of that time. Walter Konikowski, a relative newcomer to the
long-time clients of the shop, has been a part of the mix for 25 years.
Many of the current customers first walked into the shop when they were
children and recall the days when Puff the Magic Dragon was playing on the
radio. The music on the radio is different now, there are some new faces in and
at the chairs, but the conversations in the shop have not changed all that much,
a mix of politics and family. Some boys arrive to have their hair cut by the same
man who cut their great grandfather’s hair. There is comfort in tradition.

oPPosite the barber shop’s newest barber, lee johnson, who started 18
months ago, shaves long-time customer ian lucky.
toP left Walter Konikowski trims aussie Sharrard’s hair. Walter has been at
the chair for 25 years. Hassan akkila trims Don travis, a client since 1966.
toP rigHt tony mazzotta started working at the Barber Shop in what was
then called the Westown Plaza in 1971 alongside the original owners, Sid
and Pete Vandertuin, who opened as the first tenants of the plaza in 1960.
Prior to that he was a barber in italy. tony has cut the hair of as many as four
generations of the same families.
beloW Customer Frank Paglione in discussion with Walter. Politics and families
are the common conversations of barbers and their long-time clients.

03.31.16
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t hen play on

MONDO PHONO

blatantly bogus

by dave Clarke

the BlacK diaMOnds

a TribuTe TO jimi heNdrix Alshire Records

LOST CLASSIC

a

elvis Presley

frOm elvis iN memphis
RCA (1969)

A

Fter a series OF mostly dismal
soundtrack records, Elvis’ career
was jump-started by his famous comeback TV special. A revitalized Elvis
rushed into the studio for a new nonsoundtrack album that turned out to be
one of the highlights of his long career.
Instead of recording at his usual RCA
studios, it was decided to record at the
American Sound Studios in his hometown of Memphis under the direction
of producer Chips Moman and using
the studio’s house band, known as “The
Memphis Boys” including such namerecognizable musicians as Dan Penn,
Tommy Cogbill and Bobby Emmons.

www.folk.on.ca
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The album almost didn’t happen as
Colonel Tom’s practice of demanding
half of the publishing didn’t sit well with
Moman and he was ready to walk away
from the whole thing. But Elvis really
wanted this to happen so management
acquiesced. The album is a fantastic
example of the countrypolitan sound
made popular by Glen Campbell and Lee
Hazlewood.
The album starts with the killer
track, Wearin’ That Loved On Look, that
received even more attention when
covered by the Sadies on their Tremendous Efforts album. Elvis wails on this
one and follows it up with the first of
the cover songs on the album, a version
of Jerry Butler’s Only the Strong Survive,
that almost rivals the original. Other covers include Johnny Tillotson’s It Keeps On
a Hurtin’, which receives the honky-tonk
treatment and Hank Snow’s nugget, I’m
Movin’ On, that Elvis rockabillies up. He
puts in a fine cover of Gentle on my Mind
but Glen Campbell’s version still rules.
Elvis blues things up on I’ll Hold You
In My Heart, and the tortured ballad After
Loving You and it wouldn’t be an Elvis
album without a touch of gospel, which
he brings out on Long Black Limousine.
There’s a couple of stabs at soul music,
with the ballad True Love Travels on
a Gravel Road and Any Day Now and
continues with the fantastic, Power of My
Love, my favourite track with great backing vocals and Elvis sounding downright
dangerous. The album includes one hit
single, In the Ghetto.
Elvis recorded 23 tracks for this
session though only 12 made it to the
album, so it’s worth picking up the CD
The Memphis Record which includes
everything else including more familiar
tunes like Don’t Cry Daddy and Kentucky
Rain and Elvis’ greatest latter day hit, the
classic Suspicious Minds.

lshire recOrds, the home of countless 101 Strings albums, would
sometimes venture into the world of
rock music with their Pop series, with
albums by The Animated Egg and the
California Poppy Pickers, non-existent
bands formulated in the studio as low
budget cash-in records. One of the
most blatant examples is the Black
Diamonds Tribute to Jimi Hendrix
album.
Alshire cheaped out and instead of
paying publishing royalties for actual
Hendrix tunes, they filled the record
with somewhat Hendrix titles like
Hazy Color (for Purple Haze), Flame
(Fire), Lady Wolf (Foxy Lady), Experienced You (Are You Experienced?), Hey
Horse (Hey Joe) and Burp Gun (Machine
Gun). That being said, the record does

have, a sort of cool cheese factor for
fans of somewhat psychedelic instrumentals. But the chicanery continues
as the label would often recycle tunes
from their other efforts by just changing the title.
A total of five of this album’s
songs had already appeared on the
Animated Egg LP, including the fuzzed
out Lady Wolf which was the Egg’s
brilliantly titled I Said, She Said, Ah
Said, and would turn up even again
on the unlikely 101 Strings album,
Astro Sounds from the Year 2000. Experienced You another escapee from
the Animated Egg album is pretty
much an instrumental version of The
Spencer Davis Group’s hit Gimme
Some Lovin’. I guess they figured no
one would notice or care. The icing on
the cake is the final tune on the album
Hey Horse, a Wes Montgomery style
jazz number, with even less of a connection to Jimi Hendrix.

AROUND TOWN
the PaUl cOllins Beat
at Call The OffiCe

friday, april 1st

P

aUl cOllins was part of the watershed power pop
threesome, the Nerves that also included Peter
Case and Jack Lee, who composed a little tune called
Hanging on the Telephone that was part of their foursong EP. Lee would cash some big royalty cheques
when that tune was covered by Blondie. Meanwhile
Collins and Case would next form the Breakaways,
who would become the Beat after Case left to form the
Plimsouls.
The Beat’s debut album sported one of the finest
pieces of power pop under two minutes in the track Walking Out On Love, the perfect blend of punk and power pop. A second album The Kids are Not the Same was
released this time under the name Paul Collins Beat so as not to confuse them with
the English ska revival band of the same name. They continued to release albums
to appreciative power poppers, with Paul Collins releasing his first solo LP in 1992.
Paul Collins Beat make a triumphant return to London (he played a fantastic gig
several years ago at Moon Over Marin) and will take the stage of Call the Office on
April 1st with special guests Dany Laj and the Looks.
Don’t be fooled and catch this living power pop legend. It’s $7.00 at the door.

SHORTLISTED

5 answer songs
the ansWer sOnG was a predominately 60’s

phenomenon, where a song was recorded and
released to give the other side of the story of an
established hit song, most of the time using the
same tune as the original.
rOger miller — kiNg Of The rOad

E

aNsWer sONg

E

jOdY miller — queeN Of The hOuse
This was one of the few answer songs
to become a hit, making it to #12 on the
charts. The perky Ms. Miller sings about

protagonist. Actress/singer Damita Jo recorded another answer song, once again
proving her loyalty, with I’ll Be There— a
reply to Ben E. King’s Stand by Me.
jim reeves — he’ll have TO gO

E

aNsWer sONg

E

jeaNNe blaCk — he’ll have TO sTaY
Jeanne gives us the lowdown on how
she’s fed up with being ignored by Jim
and how she’s found a new love, destroying the romantic vibe of Reeves’ signature song. This is one of the few answer
songs that has another answer song,
completing the love triangle, with Johnny
Scoggins’ song, I’m Going to Stay.
keNNY rOgers aNd The firsT ediTiON —
rubY dON’T Take YOur lOve TO TOWN

E

the trials and tribulations of domestic
engineering, making it sound as wonderful as Roger Miller made being a hobo
sound. There’s a sexy Scopitone video for
this one you can check out on YouTube.
The drifTers — save The lasT daNCe fOr me

E

aNsWer sONg

E

damiTa jO — i’ll save The lasT daNCe fOr YOu
Pretty simple stuff this one, as Damita
promises that she’s going to hoof that
last dance and whatever follows with our

aNsWer sONg

E

geraldiNe sTeveNs —
billY i’ve gOT TO gO TO TOWN
Geraldine sets Billy straight on why she’s
going to town; after all someone’s got to
bring home the cash, since no one is hiring half a man these days, but she reassures Billy he’s still her number one guy.
garY leWis aNd TheplaYbOYs —
This diamONd riNg

E

aNsWer sONg

E

WeNdY hill — garY dON’T sell
mY diamONd riNg
Wendy apologizes for cheesing off Gary
and she hopes that the engagement is
still on.
p
03.31.16
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h a n g o ve r h e l p e r

Things That Linger
WhaT else sTiCks
arOuNd like a
haNgOver, leaves iTs
residue?
by

sHane delear

t

his cOlUMn Will Be a bit
of a departure – as I’m
writing this we’re suffering through the freezing rain
of hopefully what are the last
dregs of winter. Hangovers
are a part of life; a trope in our
culture and – this might be the
alcoholic apologist in me – I
like to think that they capture the imagination because
of their universality. A study
published in 2006 states that
they hurt Canada’s economy to
the tune of $7.1B – and I know
that I didn’t cause all that lost

20 the london yodeller

productivity, so it’s not just
me suffering through lingering
aftereffects. What else do we
experience in that way? What
else sticks around like that,
leaves its residue?
Arguments or flashes of
conflict, especially ones where
you don’t have the release of
victory, stay with you. I still
have cinematic recall of a time
when I was almost struck by a
car as I crossed at a crosswalk.
I can feel the exact chill of that
day, see the grey of the sky.
This was years ago but thinking
about it still calls up a shadow
of the hot-faced flush of rage
that was present as I yelled at
and flipped off those receding
taillights. I think that the worst
part was that I didn’t make eye
contact with the driver and
there was no one else around.
So no lightning rod for the flash
of emotion. No one to share

03.31.16

HANGOVER HELPER HAPPY HOUR THE GOLDEN BERETTA
This little beauty was concocted by Raven, the world-class maestro behind the bar
at TOOK (172 King St). It’s really something – warm and spicy, super aromatic, sweet
and smooth but balanced enough by the bitters to also be bracing. Plus it’s topped
with a decadent honey foam. Build it yourself at home like so:
In a rocks glass pour over ice:
1 oz Spicebox Whisky (this gives it
a smoky vanilla coconut flavour)
1 oz Benedictine & Brandy (this is
herbaceous and figgy)
¾ oz Station Cold Brew (a coffee
concentrate, gives it a high note)
dash Aztec Chocolate Bitters
Top with honey foam
Garnish with piece of honeycomb

that with, a moment of incredulity, like, “What was that jerk’s
problem?”
I know that the meal I
cooked that night didn’t taste
as good as it should have. My
husband and I watched a movie
together and I just hated it
(then again, maybe The Lego
Movie actually was irredeemably saccharine and banal).
Anger is so weird – I can appreciate how it has been beneficial
for us from a biological standpoint but to think about how
it burrows into us, how hard it
is to let go of . . . Thank god for
booze, I guess.
Also, isn’t memory weird
too? Is it because of the anger
that that remains so vivid for
me? I cannot remember my
mother’s face as well as I remember that moment.
Okay, so what about things
that linger in a positive way? I
feel as though there’s an intoxication that one has after seeing
a movie in the theatre – having all of that light and sound
overwhelming your senses.
Maybe it’s just the sugar rush
from the inevitable snacks but
I know that on the way out of a
megaplex, I feel a lightness, an
excitement. Is it maybe the joy
of having had a shared experience? After food and shelter
I think that we want to be
understood, so it is pleasing to
witness something with other

The easiest way to make a batch of Honey
Foam is in a whipped cream charger (but
a stand mixer will also do, and if you have
something to prove you can whisk in a bowl
or even shake in a martini shaker — if it
feels like it’s taking forever, keep going):
4 egg whites
4.5 oz honey
2 oz lemon juice
5 oz water

people and feel like they’ve
perceived it in the same way.
Or is it the catharsis of having
had your emotions massaged
for a bit more than an hour?
Or could it be that humans are
hardwired somehow to appreciate beauty, to admire art? Is
it that the minute attention of
an army of filmmakers projecting out, reflecting off that silver
screen, is somehow absorbed?
At any rate, it is palpable. (I’d be
remiss not to mention the rosy
tint that love casts on your life –
so this column is brought to you
by the following disco classic:
https://goo.gl/dsv89y).
Hangovers are different

though in that they’re a bad
feeling after a good one – and
while I’m struggling to find an
analogy that isn’t related to
some other form of gluttony – I
feel that I can close this exercise by talking about exercise.
Working out is a complete
inversion: in and of itself it’s
repugnant, yet the feeling that
fills you afterward makes the
whole ordeal worthwhile. Ugh,
plus you get to live longer as
well. Thanks for nothing!

soun d s u r ve y

PHIL MURPHY leaves his mark on london
by renée silberman

a

BUOyant sPirit, in love with
the music of life, blessed with
boundless drive and energy.
This is Phil Murphy, whose life
in music is the stuff of legend to Londoners and others who have followed the
“scene” over a stretch of many decades.
Phil spent his childhood and youth
absorbing musical traditions, giving his
heart to jazz, learning, playing, following
the tunes of the times, building relations
with musicians here and there, all the
while fashioning his own professional
persona.
And what is that unique persona?
We know, from an investigation of Phil’s
earliest ventures in music, that he was
endowed with a genuine flair – a good
ear, a fabulous inspiration in the form
of a devoted, musically skilled father, a
great ability to read audiences and get
them into the groove. Seeing challenge
as adventure enabled Phil to develop his
chops, to find the action, first at home
in Windsor, then in nearby Chatham,
Wallaceburg, Sarnia, Tillsonburg, and
yes, finally in a major centre, Ottawa.
Phil went to the big-times, and musicians
there found him not wanting.
There is mystery and wonder in
the way any of us defines our ambitions
– some hit upon a passion early in life –
the confluence of talent and opportunity
provides a strong catalyst for forwardmoving growth. Others meander along
the stream of chance, where an external
element of randomness coupled with our
own inner vagueness, leaves us drifting
toward the hope of perhaps enjoying at
least a minor adventure while we still
have the will to accomplish something of
meaning.
In Phil’s case, action came naturally.
An early break, in 1949, performing on
tour with champion ice-skater Barbara
Ann Scott, opened Phil’s path to a genuine career. By 1950, after going through
stages of “apprenticeship,” Phil felt he
was “beginning to be a good musician.”
By this, he means to indicate he had
confidence in his ability to participate
as a professional among professionals.
His services were in demand. It helped
that he viewed himself as lucky to earn a
livelihood doing what he loved. Along the
way, he picked up tricks of the trade – to

imbue his playing with the subtle thrill
of a sensuous vibrato, to know music not
only from the books, but from his heart,
and to understand how to convey his
feelings to his audiences.
Those seasons in the early 1950s
gave Phil insights into the fundamentals
of music-making. He was receptive to
suggestion, to instruction. From the great
singer Sarah Vaughan, Phil learned the
importance of “telling a story” with every
phrase. The message is as important as
the notes. A lesson or two with trombone virtuoso Jack Teagarden provided
Phil with essential background in jazz
harmony. To hear the greats – the Louis
Armstrong Band, clarinetist/saxophonist Barney Bigard, Ella Fitzgerald, Oscar
Peterson, Ray Brown – was a full education. And Phil played among those greats,
forever shaped, motivated, and moved by
all of them.
While Phil worked at the Standish
Hall Hotel, jazz hotspot in Hull, a fine
group of dancers came to perform at the
place. A life-altering moment that was
for Phil, for there, the beautiful Midge
came into his life on May 28, 1952. Love
at first sight – a perfect vision remaining
constant to this day. How complicated
things might have become – Midge did
go on, but briefly, to the Flamingo in Las
Vegas – Phil went home to a position
at the Elmwood Hotel in the vicinity of
Windsor – Midge came to Windsor, and
in 1953, the lovebirds tied the knot.
And then London. In 1954, the young
Murphys arrived in town. Phil joined
the RCR band, satisfying one of his loves

Looking forward . . .

Music

proudly presents

LARA SOLNICKI
GREG OSBY and friends
in an afternoon of JAZZ
Sunday, May 15, 3:00 pm
Wolf Performance Street
251 Dundas Street
For information contact
www.serenatamusic.com

beyond jazz. Military band music, as
much as jazz, permeated his early musical education. Yet this was only the first
stop on his tour of wind playing here in
London. Phil long nurtured a desire to
complete his schooling, begun in 1947
at Assumption College in Windsor (the
school has since been incorporated into
the University of Windsor). Clifford von
Kuster and Clifford Poole, founders of
the Faculty of Music at the University of
Western Ontario, were willing to allow
Phil to fashion a course of study – clearly
he was a highly skilled musician, but the
offerings of the Faculty did not yet embrace the wind instruments. Over a span
of a few years in the mid-1950s, Phil
commuted to Detroit for clarinet lessons,
while also completing a music education
degree.

in

1959 (there were already young
Murphys on the scene) Phil
entered the teaching profession
at H.B. Beal Secondary School, where
he was hired as an English instructor.
Immediately, Phil brought his vision into
play, developing a band. His energy was
rewarded with the establishment of a
new tradition of high level music activity
in the school system. After seven years at
Beal, Phil moved over to Central, where
again, his impact transformed the program. In 1969, after much soul-searching
– as always, Phil loved what he was doing
– he became music coordinator at Catholic Central High School. He designed music programs for the elementary system.
He built both a band and an orchestra.
One of Phil’s great friends, Don
McKellar, school teacher and professor
at Western, theatre director, and more,
drew Phil into the Faculty, and also into
theatre activity. At Don’s encouragement
(friendly order), Phil took up the oboe
and English horn, which he managed
to play at very respectable professional
levels.
Phil’s efforts were not confined to
educational activity alone – from 19571978, Phil Murphy served as Principal

Clarinetist with the London Symphony
Orchestra, later called Orchestra London.
“It broke my heart to leave the Orchestra,” Phil says, but the school system had
its own allure. In 1971, Phil established
the noble tradition of leading school
groups on musical expeditions. That
year, a high point in Phil’s personal and
professional experience, was a journey
to the Vatican, where the CCH ensemble performed for Pope John Paul II,
afterward having a private conversation with him. A journey to Ireland in
1980 brought Phil and his group to a
remarkable historical moment in which
the London group shared a stage with
performers from the Republic of Ireland
and a group from Ulster.
Phil finds the drama in many human
moments, always amiably leading people
to happy interactions. He traveled to
Cuba, bringing good will, spare parts for
clarinets, and other tokens of musical fellowship. The brotherhood of musicians
provides a great bond between individuals and cultures. He feels no need to
shout or spout his philosophy regarding
the virtues of music as a unifying force in
society. He simply does it.
Phil Murphy’s Big Band and Encore
– the Concert Band, are both manifestations of Phil’s persistent engagement in
London music activities. His is a magnetic presence, with people flocking around
to catch a bit of his energy. As a strong
figure in the development of the modern Kiwanis Festival, a promoter of the
concept of the Bandshell in Victoria Park,
an adjudicator in many festivals and
competitions, bandmaster, jazz player,
Phil has made an outsized impression on
the city of London.
p
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finding Truth in Osage County
by adam CorriGan HoloWitz

as

sOOn as Justin
Quesnelle read American playwright Tracy
Letts’ August: Osage County
he knew that it was a play he
wanted to direct. Quesnelle was
waiting for the opportunity to
have a stage big enough to accommodate the play and when
London Community Players
with their commodious Palace
Theatre stage asked him, that
opportunity presented itself.
His production runs April 7-17.
The play is about the
dysfunctional Weston family
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who re-congregate at the family
home in Oklahoma after the
disappearance of the family
patriarch Beverly Weston. The
house that the family returns to
is a very important visual metaphor in the play and it requires
a stage big enough to contain a
three storey structure.
The characters in this play
have tried to put the past behind them without ever dealing
with it and now must confront
and deal with the proverbial
skeletons in the closet. Yet,
make no mistake about it, this
play is very funny.
August: Osage County premiered at Chicago’s legendary
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ensemble-based Steppenwolf
Theatre in 2007. It went on
to take Broadway by storm,
winning best play at the 2008
Tony Awards and becoming
one of the longest running
(non-musical) plays in recent
Broadway history. It also won
the 2008 Pulitzer Prize for
drama. Making the play’s success even more unique was
that the Broadway production did not feature any major
stars, but instead the top level
Steppenwolf actors. In fact the
biggest name associated with
the original production was the
playwright Tracy Letts, one of
America’s greatest contemporary playwrights.
Justin Quesnelle notes that
each of Tracy Lett’s plays is
unique in their style. “The form
fits the content,” he says. With
August: Osage County Quesnelle
describes the play as being in
the vein of the classic American
family drama. He says that it
feels like a Tennessee Williams
play, if Williams were writing today. Letts’ play is more
guttural compared to Williams’
prosaic style. Quesnelle believes that the impact August:
Osage County has on contemporary audiences is similar to the
impact that the first audiences
of A Streetcar Named Desire
would have felt.
August: Osage County is a
big play, there are three acts,
a large cast and big topics are
covered; however it does not
feel like a long play and is an
exhilarating experience for
an audience. There is nothing
expendable in this play. “There
is not a word that I would cut”
says Quesnelle. Every event
in this play directly impacts
the trajectory of the plot and
the arc of the characters. The
result is a dynamic and exciting
time in the theatre. Quesnelle
points out that there are no
supporting roles in the play. All
the characters serve a direct
purpose. Quesnelle knew he
would need to assemble a great

cast and calls the ensemble for
this production “a dream cast
and the strongest that I have
ever worked with.”
Characters in theatre
rarely say what they mean or

Director Justin Quesnelle says
August: Osage County feels like
a Tennessee Williams play, if
Williams were writing today.

understand what is motivating
them to do certain actions. Part
of the joy for the director and
cast is exploring the subtext of
meaning and delving into the
characters’ subconscious. Per-

The Themes
august: OsAge COunty
explOres are issues
ThaT all peOple WresTle
WiTh — ChieflY The
“ frusTraTiNglY fluid ”
NaTure Of TruTh
haps there is so much room for
the actors to explore because
Letts himself is equally gifted
as an actor and a playwright.
The themes that August: Osage
County explores are issues that
all people wrestle with; chiefly
Quesnelle says, the “frustratingly fluid” nature of truth. Two
people will see the same event
in two different ways. Memory starts to cloud and shape
events as soon as they happen.
The characters of August: Osage
County are in constant pursuit
of the truth which, like smoke,
slips out of their hands.
The play also deals with

addiction. The matriarch of
the family, Violet, is addicted
to pills. Other characters in
the play are heavy drinkers
and Violet’s fourteen year old
granddaughter smokes cigarettes and pot. Quesnelle sees
addiction in August: Osage
County as a form of escape for
the characters; a way for them
to escape the truth and muffle
reality’s hard edge. The problems the characters face are
not a result of their addictions;
instead addiction is a result of
the character’s problems.
It is also interesting that
Violet’s husband, Beverly, the
father of the family, is a famous
poet. Quesnelle describes him
as being the classic archetype
of a poet. He feels deeply, he
also drinks a lot. There is an
element of Dylan Thomas to
him. He also has instilled in his
family a love for language. All
the characters have the vocabulary to describe with eloquence
what they are feeling.
As Quesnelle was writing his director’s notes for
the program, he realized that
the search for truth in the
play serves as a metaphor for
theatre itself. Quesnelle sees
that, out of all of the storytelling mediums, theatre has
the greatest capacity for finding
truth. “Theatre is not prepackaged, edited or re-coloured like
television or movies.” There
is no middleman between the
audience and the actors. A performance only happens once
and is always new. “There is
nothing better than that.”
AuGuST: OSAGE COuNTy
by Tracy Letts
Directed by Justin Quesnelle
Featuring: Deighton Thomas, Dinah
Watts, Nyiri Karakas, Sarah Green,
Chris Kevill, Leah Bartholomew,
Eva Blahut, rebecca Surman, Sandy
Gribbin, Lesley Quesnelle, Peter
Pownall, Tyler Parr, Josh Carroll
April 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16 at 8pm
April 10, 17 at 2pm
Palace Theatre, 710 Dundas St. E.
$22. For tickets call: 519-432-1029 or
at www.palacetheatre.ca
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FOresT CITy Furry london Needs a mascot animal
We’ll seW sOme fabriC aNd
fuN fur, We’ll puNCh sOme
air hOles iN The skiN, aNd
We’ll fiNd sOme hardY YOuTh
TO puT iNside
by Jason riP

M

ascOt WOrK is not an easy way
to make a buck. Hardy Londoners labour every day as the
Little Caesar, the red tax leaf, or
the open-faced daisy. Adolescents in need
of a seasonal income brave the sweltering suit with the detachable head, awash
in the scent of its most recent occupant.
Hoping for a hug, innocent children punch
mascots right in the vulnerables. Mascots
spend long hours waving at passing cars,
always conscious that the honour their
family has worked for generations to acquire has been completely squandered.
Perhaps the root of the problem
is that most mascots are crassly commercial: imagine immersion in a role, a
second skin, with no other purpose but
to sell pizza or roses. If a city like London were to choose a mascot, a symbol
of civic pride, the profession and the
performer might both be ennobled. Since
our community is blessed with a virtual
Noah’s rowboat of urban wildlife, I will
limit mascot choices to local fauna.

Jean-claUde Ban daM
the sPiny sOFtshell tUrtle

Ban Dam is the comeback kid! After years
of suffering in a ravaged habitat and getting caught on fishing hooks, Jean-Claude
has bounced back. Check out the diameter
of that flexible, leathery carapace! London
has the largest concentration of these
“reptiles at risk” who look like a combination of Greedo and a green crepe. They can
grow almost as big as snapping turtles,
but the spiny softshell would never bite
your finger off. A good choice for London
mascot since this turtle has successfully
rebounded from troubled times.

BraZen the BlacK sQUirrel

Did that little rascal just abscond with
your bagel or your Stobie’s slice? That’s
what this fearless rodent is all about: she
really knows how to assert herself. Victo-

ria Park and all its environs are her natural domain. Sometimes she pops straight
out of a garbage can like a jack-in-thebox and scares the shit out of you. Black
squirrels are a rarity on the colour-wheel
of tree-rats: only one in 10,000 squirrels
has that particular hue. There’s a thriving
Internet business selling this same black
squirrel as a lucky scratch ticket totem.
Fortune and fearlessness: a great combination to represent our city.

time, she gyres upwards and outwards.
When Londoners need to lift their eyes
off the dirty, spit-spattered sidewalks,
they can look up and see this swift white
symbol of hope and grace.

POrchia the stOOP sKUnK

He’s always at the intersection of Wonderland and Riverside trying to blend in
with the other water fowl, but he’s got
a hint of John Merrick about him. “What
the hell is that?” shout passing motorists
in delight. With his big reddish purple
and lumpy head, the Colonel is one of a
kind, just like London.

Everyone knows they have a skunk living
under their stoop. This is an adaptable
animal that has learned to live symbiotically with humans, eating their garbage,
waddling devil-may-care across their
lawns, and once or twice in a lifetime,
forcing them to buy massive amounts
of tomato juice. Pepe Le Pew and his
history as a sexual predator has forever
tarnished the image of the male skunk,
but this little lady needs no haste: she
has a gland gun with a big boom. Walking
in confidence is something London can
learn from Porchia.

JOhn siMcOe’s POrcUPine

WanKO the laid-OFF sQUirrel MOnKey

cOlOnel PUrPle-head the dUcK-liKe thinG

His name has been lost to history, but
when John Graves Simcoe selected
London as the future capital of Upper
Canada in 1793, he also ate at least one
local porcupine. A meal that provides
its own toothpicks, the taste of porcupine is described as “like duck meat, but
more crackly and crunchy.” Reportedly,
it makes a great meatball. Obviously, any
potential mascot would be a porcupine in
its undigested state.

PlUMMet the PeresPrey

Her father was an osprey and her mother
was a peregrine falcon. She divides her
time between downtown skyscrapers
and the stadium lights of Labatt’s Park.
You think she’s going to plunge straight
into the pavement but just in the nick of

When I was a child, Storybook Gardens
had a mini-zoo with sea lions, bears, an
otter, an alligator, and a lot of squirrel
monkeys. Bored in their too tiny cage,
these monkeys taught a young boy everything he needed to know about puberty
and the myriad uses of the genitals. But,
as we all know, times change and every
one of the zoo creatures was handed a
lay-off notice by the city. I miss these tiny
perverts who provided essential erotic
information long before the Internet age.

And a Few Runners-Up . . .
Zeddy Bear

One of the first Zeller’s stores was in
London so we’ve probably already got
the mascot costume if we want to save
some money.

The Wortley Waiting Dog.
London’s New Mascot?

the WOrtley WaitinG dOG

Dogs in Wortley Village are good at waiting.
With sad eyes and low whine, they wait for
their owners to emerge with biscotti.

MayBe the cOyOte

Was that a coyote? Did you see that?
Come here! I think that was a coyote? No
– over there! Was that a coyote?

the WtF BUG

If you ever see Scutigera Coleoptrata
in your house, you will likely scream,
mistaking it for an alien face-hugger. Last
time I saw this formidable insect, the
house centipede, it walked away with an
entire Dorito chip on its back. This bug
likes to wear lint so that it looks even
scarier. If you intend to kill it, you will
need something larger than a rolled-up
newspaper, perhaps a shovel or a gun.
Here’s the thing, though: you shouldn’t
kill it as it’s the bug that eats all of the
other bugs, hoovering them up like
Smarties. Scary looking but essentially
benevolent? This could be the most appropriate London mascot of all!
So we’ll sew some fabric and fun fur, we’ll
punch some air holes in the skin, and
we’ll find some hardy youth to put inside.
Most mascots are speechless and this one
will be too: except for its labored breathing. The only thing left to do is to ask City
Council for a budget of forty bucks.
03.31.16
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The art of hair
The idea Of liNe
aNd liNe CreaTiNg
vOlume, subsTaNCe,
aNd direCTiON is
verY sTrONg iN kim
mOOdie’s WOrk

boldly coloured paintings
and preparatory drawings
in this current exhibition,
as well. The idea of line
and line creating volume,
substance, and direction
is very strong in all of
Kim’s works. My place as
an aesthetic object is an
extension of that, in the
multitude of strands and
by nida Home doHerty
lines of which I am.
I feature foremost in
ellO. i aM KiM
the art and composition of
MOOdie’s hair. So
the seven large colour digiwhat, you might
tal photographs that take
say. Well, as fate
up one wall of the gallery
would have it, I have sudof this exhibition. Here,
denly been brought to life
they are presented as one
and made a prominent
piece, entitled Hair Diaries.
object of artistic interest
I know I look a bit shockand creative expression in ing, my natural mature
Kim’s exhibition currently grey whiteness hanging
showing at the McIntosh
loosely down past Kim’s
Gallery, entitled Any Dream shoulders, equal to the
Will Do. I am featured
length of Joni Mitchell’s or
prominently in the phoJanis Joplin’s hair from the
tographs and videos that
‘60s and ‘70s. My ageing
make up a significant part coarseness, unevenness,
of this exhibition.
and split ends add a rather
Truth be told, I think I tactile affect to the photoreally started to take on my graphs. I also have surprisidentity as an art object in ing thickness for my age.
Kim’s show All But Not, at
Kim loves that about me
Museum London in 2011,
as I allow Kim to play out
where the focus of many
a common psychological
of the works was on line,
theme that punctuates his
line drawings and line
drawings and paintings in
sculptures. Line is also
these photographs, that of
significant in the large and masks and hidden identity.

h
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But in these photographs,
exploring this theme is
done in a much more
invigorating and personal
way, moving Kim’s work in
an entirely new direction,
foraging in new territory.
The mask is me and in the
photographs and also in
the short videos I enable
Kim to be both present as
art object, and yet remain
hidden, so that these works
are not just portraits, but
they are about surface and
composition as well.
In three of the photographs, I effectively
obscure Kim’s profiled face
as he is in the intimate act
of kissing someone. You
might think these photos
are about gender and
sexuality, questioning the
place of an ageing male
in contemporary society.
Or maybe you think there
is a more personal narrative presented, one about
love, desire, and loss. Yes,
the work might be read as
such. But, for me, the fact
that I hide Kim’s identity
seems to put more of an
emphasis on the artist as
object and the play between the self as object
and as subject of the work.
The same pose is taken
in all three photographs,
which has Kim sitting
knee-to-knee with the other person while they kiss.

ing, that I really strut my
stuff. In this I am a moving
thing, like a thing breathing. In fact, one of the
shorter videos features me
looking like I am doing just
that, breathing, through
my long strands hanging
over Kim’s face, completely
hiding it. In another video,
I am the animated head of
a clown playing the French
horn and in another I am
the enlivened top of a
carnival clown blowing on
a toy plastic horn while
playing a toy drum.
But it is really in the
old rock-and-roller videos
that I start to dance and
go wild. The ageing wannabe rocker and I become
both separate and one, and
Photo: Dave Kemp
compete for attention. In
Kim Moodie: Whirlwind, 2015
one video Kim really comes
out of the closet and shows
But in each photograph
shroud, I hang around the
his face throughout, as he
the person being kissed is
acts of kissing, reflecting
grimaces and somewhat
generationally different.
and blending in with that
timidly attempts to sing and
In the photograph of Kim
tension, while at the same
swing to the music, playing
kissing another man, some- time resting as an object
out a fantasy of being a rock
one handsome and nearform on the surface.
star, while dressed in his
ing middle age, there is a
And then there is the
strong wind blowing from photograph of me, the hair, expensive-looking, tailored
suit. I become like his dance
behind Kim’s head and,
and Kim dressed in the
partner, moving and gyratwow, I look like an artistic clown suit. The clown and
ing my body while swaying
splash of grey smeared
carnival are other themes
back and forth with great
across the picture plane.
that frequently appear in
sensuality. I really like how
This prominent painterly
Kim’s drawings and paintwe go a little wild at the
gesture adds significant
ings. In this work, there is
dynamics and tension both the clown, and Kim, and me, end. Hippie and yuppie, we
to the subject matter of
the hair. Together we make dance it out.
So if I were to write
the painting as well as to
a dynamic statement about
the surface of the work. I
hiding and masking identi- about the art of this exhibicreate a similar effect in
ties and about artist and art tion, I would make me,
the hair, the focus; at least
the photo of the clowning- object, while at the same
that is certainly so for the
around Kim playing his toy time we are the content of
electric guitar, where I am
the work that on the surface photographs and videos. As
well as being about perlike a jagged-edged blob
is engaging and playful.
sonal narrative and nosof paint thrown across the
The photo of Kim eatcentre of the photo.
ing a large bowl full of me, talgia intertwined with the
In the other two kissor rather balls of hair, with content of artist as subject
and object of the art, it is
ing photographs, somea fork, to be washed down
thing interesting happens. with water, is bizarre. (You also much about identity,
In one photo, a kiss is held could say that Kim is really hidden, veiled, and peeking
through, and I enable Kim
between Kim and a young
making a meal of the hair
to do that — quite successgirl, and in nearly the same thing here.) I am really
fully I might add.
pose, in the other photo he not sure why he did this,
is kissing an older woman. but Kim can be a bit goofy
There are noticeable difsometimes.
ferences in Kim’s body
It is in the continuous- KIM MOODIE:
Any Dream Will Do continues to
tension between these
ly running short digital vid- May 14, 2016
two photos. I am like a
eos, entitled Keep BreathMcIntosh Gallery, London, ON
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eric Jones Draws you Into his Work
eriC jONes’ paiNTiNgs
suggesT NarraTives aNd
supplY us WiTh slighTlY
faNTasTiC laNdsCapes ON
WhiCh TO imagiNe These
sTOries plaYiNg OuT
by moira mCkee

tO

all aPPearances, Eric Jones is
a nice, normal artist. He wears
cool shoes, is chatty, generally friendly, and you’d imagine he’s the
sort of man who never allows himself
to become too profoundly encumbered
by the tragedies of life. Jones’ exhibition
at The ARTS Project earlier this month
titled Inner Gardens revealed an artist
whose work is rife with symbolism and
a particularly studious application of
art historical knowledge. The sub-landscapes he depicts are reflective, fantastical and often surreal interpretations of
our private human experiences.
A suffocating sense of despair is
acknowledged in works such as Datura
(in a dark place), where a wind-ruffled
man in his late sixties stares fixedly and
desperately out at the viewer, his eyes
protruding, mouth agape and revealing a
row of tiny, inhuman teeth. A trio of vertical tombs, two of which are occupied
by mummified figures, stand contrapposto; a stance developed in sculpture
to provide a ‘living’ appearance to the
human form, most significantly popularized during the Renaissance period in
Michelangelo’s famous depiction of David (1501-1504). One tomb sits vacant,
and scouring the scene for the source of
distress, you find yourself wishing for
the man to flee while also feeling safe as
a voyeur for what is presumably fated for
the subject.
Virtually all of Jones’ paintings
suggest narratives and supply us with
slightly fantastic landscapes on which to
imagine these stories playing out. Paths
that wind within landscapes appear to
have no actual destination, such as in
Guzelyurt Landform (2) (west looking
view). The lack of linearity is a metaphor

Eric Jones: The Garden of Fecundity

for the individual’s uncertain journey in
life. In Not Lost a person shakes a book
and scolds another who has chosen
to deviate from the well-trodden road
taken so many times before. Not Lost is
a meditation on what it means and what
it will cost to fashion your own life path
and run the risk of disappointing others
and disrupting the status quo.
A juxtaposition between defeat and
progress is present in works such as
Then and Now (Pantheism reconsidered)
where distorted legs hang in front of

a brick wall, the feet bearing the open
wounds of crucifixion and a congested
maze of vines running like arteries all
along the wall. Jones has created a scene
that combines a familiar element of religious symbolism and contrasts it with
an icon of modern advancement — an
electrical outlet. As the feet dangle, one
vibrant red vine intersects the nail holes
— the lifeblood pulsing as an extension
of the live wire below.
In The Garden of Fecundity an elated,
sloth-eyed and plump young woman
is positioned on the floor in front of a
young man. His mouth is concealed by
her head, but his eyes reveal consternation and he’s flanked by a hazard sign
on one side, and an image of the Venus
of Willendorf, fertility goddess of the
Neolithic Period, on the other. There is
something grotesque and cynical about
the scene; domestic ignorance paired
with a disillusionment that recalls to
mind British painter Lucien Freud’s Ib
and Her Husband (1992), a sombre portrait of a couple locked in a poignantly
vacant embrace.
One can’t help imagining the stories
and situations in all of Jones’ work and
this is a pleasurable enough exercise
until the uncanny power of the work impels you to situate yourself as one of the
subjects. And that’s when you can really
start peeling back the layers and feel the
darkness creeping in.
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stud i o tour

london’s rite of spring
by Herman Goodden

HOME FURNISHINGS & ACCENTS ∙

CLOTHING ∙ ACCESSORIES ∙ JEWELLERY

TEXTILES ∙ MUSIC ∙ ARTIFACTS ∙

575 Richmond White Oaks Mall
519.432.3646 519.601.6322

it

has BecOMe one of the
most popular rites of
spring in London, this
annual swinging open of the
doors of dozens of artists’
studios. This year 33 participating artists – including painters,
sculptors, jewellery and printmakers, potters, photographers,
weavers and those who work
with textile, metal, minerals and
wood - will be welcoming the
curious and the art-besotted to
visit their creative workshops.
Refreshments are served
at every stop and conversation is encouraged. It’s a great
opportunity to learn about the
creative process and to acquire
new work before it’s even been
exhibited. Whether you visit
one studio or a handful or try to
make it out to all of them over
the Tour’s three days, a rigorous screening process ensures
a standard of professionalism
at every stop. And by including some of London’s best
established artists with newer
practitioners on the scene, the
experience remains as fresh and
revitalizing as any decent rite of
spring should be.

CLOCKWISE FrOM
TOP rIGHT

Chris Snedden: pottery
Eric Cator: painting,
drawing, & printmaking
Paul Abeleira: oil painting
Mark Stanley:
chalkdrawings

INFORMATION: BETH STEWART 519-668-6743

BROCHURES AVAILABLE at MUSEUM LONDON and LIBRARY BRANCHES or ONLINE AT www.londonstudiotour.ca
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Peg g ’s wo r l d

life afTer 60 as Ian Brown and I know it
ON The plus side, We
bOTh sTill have Our
bOYish gOOd lOOks
aNd impish griNs
by robert PeGG

a

Fter BeinG on the waiting
list at the London Public
Library for months, I
finally got to read Ian
Brown’s Sixty, a diary of the Toronto journalist’s sixty-first year.
Man, talk about your whiners.
Only pages in, it started to get
annoying. I thought he reminded
me of someone I knew. Then I
realized who it was on page 64.
We both weigh 208 pounds. And
were born the same year.
I don’t dine at ‘Canoe’ as
often as Ian but I noticed other
similarities. He’s starting to lose
his feathers and his barber is
challenged on what to do with
that remaining fluff of hair on
top. On the plus side, we both
still have our boyish good looks
and impish grins. He lives far
beyond his means and worries
about how he will ever be able
to afford to retire. During the
course of the year long diary
he’s forever jetting off around
the continent – on skiing trips
and to attend reunions with
family and old friends or just
nipping across the pond to
England and Italy – and wonders
why. Because he certainly knows
he can’t afford it. Oh, there are
many parallels between us. And
then there is this passage – “Afterwards in the outdoor shower
that looks out over the ocean at
the distant passing boats, I was
very proud of my cock, its girth
and size.” Actually, that part is
something we have in common
with every man regardless of
age.
But mostly what we share is
probably the same as most peo-

ple once they turn sixty – the
undeniable awareness of the
passing of time and how very
little of it we likely have left.
And Brown ain’t buying any of
that ‘60 is the new 40’ bullshit.
Turning 50 is a different kind of
milestone. When I turned that
age, it didn’t bother me much.
After all, it’s just an arbitrary
number. What’s the big deal?
It just means I managed to get
through fifty years without
getting myself killed. Then I
realized I was looking at it the
wrong way. I should have been
congratulating myself: “Hey,
man – you made it through half
a century and are still alive!
Way to go!”

s

ixty thOUGh is diFFerent.
i decided that year that I
was going to stop acknowledging my birthday. My loved
ones refused to respect that
decision though so that was the
end of that. It wasn’t so much a
form of denial on my part as a
refusal to mentally encourage
this getting older thing. I refuse
to use a ‘Seniors’ card at the
drug store for the same reason.
As I tell the young people
– ‘Never get old, kids. It’s just
one never-ending array of crap.’
Often literally. Sore knees are
about the extent of what ails
me but Brown has an entire
litany of complaints – bad hearing, bad eyesight, bad joints,

the list goes on and on. I won’t
even tell you about the name
he gave his hemorrhoid. Or his
gradually diminishing libido.
Apparently it happens to
some men. The thing is – he’s
really in pretty good shape
for any age. He bikes to
work, skis and swims in the
ocean, hikes up mountains
and manages to still drink
as a real writer should. That
said, he quit smoking a few
years ago for all the obvious
reasons.
But he worries about
the mind going. Kind of a big
concern for someone who
makes his living with words.
Especially since he needs it in
good working condition when
his job as a features writer
for the Globe and Mail eventually comes to an end. And in
this era of print journalism
that could be any day now.
Like most people when they
turn 60, it suddenly hits them
– almost like a bad birthday
present – the sands of time are
running out. There’s not too
many good productive years
left.
As I joke, when I turned
that age, I realized that if
I’m lucky, really lucky, I have
maybe another 15 years left.
And if I’m not lucky – another
25. Hah! And that’s only if I
don’t come down with some
terminal illness that takes
away more and more people
of my era with increasing
frequency. Or if I don’t step
outside my front door and
get hit by a runaway lumber
truck.
For Brown, that question
of remaining time and what to
do with it is the major theme
of the book. It’s never far from
his mind and he records all
those thoughts and fears on
a regular basis. Like I said,
he’s a bit of a whiner. And you
wonder, geez, what’s this guy
got to complain about? He’s

got a dream job most writers in
Canada would kill for. He’s won
a number of awards including
the Charles Taylor Prize for
Literary Non-Fiction for his
previous book The Boy in the
Moon about his mentally and
physically disabled young son.
He’s about as close as you can
get to being a celebrity journalist in this country.
Ahh, but Ian is a man
with more than his share of
self-doubt. Despite all those
accomplishments, as he faces
his limited time on this earth,
he is plagued by the feeling that
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he hasn’t produced a masterpiece. That he’s often taken
the easy way out. And so he
resolves to use those remaining years in producing his
greatest work – whatever that
may be. Lord knows, we never
do find out what it is because
by the end of the book he
hasn’t come up with anything
you would call a masterwork
of ‘Art’ – but he has come up
with a good book, and that’s
exactly what I would call
Sixty. Ian, don’t be so hard on
yourself. You did good, man. I
laughed, I cried.
p
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sounds r azor

PRoceSSed caPeS
by sean tWist

“J

Ust thinK,” Matt said
in awe. “In one hour
we’ll have seen fortyfive minutes of Batman Vs
Superman.”
“Be still my beating heart,”
John muttered. Beth punched
him.
Matt turned around
in line outside Silver City.
Despite the chill, he was only
wearing Deadpool shorts and
a Neal Adams Batman T-shirt.
When Batman still had a yellow circle around the bat on
his chest, John thought. When
Batman was still good.
“You aren’t pumped to see
this?” he asked, incredulous.
“No, because I saw Man of
Steel.” John said.
Matt’s girlfriend, Alicia,
looked up from her Kindle. “I
thought this was like Christmas
for you guys,” she said, then
went back to her pseudo-book.
“Oh, now you don’t like
Man of Steel.” Matt shook his
head. “Of course you don’t.”
He threw his hands in the air.
“Look out, no joy hipster over
here. Don’t cut yourself on
how edgy he is.”
“Are you serious?”
Beth punched John again.
“What?” Matt protested.
“Man of Steel was goddamn
awesome.”
Behind them a little boy
looked up, his eyes wide. The
cold wind blowing across the
parking lot turned the propeller
on his beanie in a slow circle.
“Mummy, why are those
men getting cross with each
other?” he asked.
She leaned over, pulling
him close. “It’s a nerd fight.
Best look away, darling.”
“Oh my God. Did we watch
the same film?” John heard
his voice go up a pitch. “Or did
those Zack Snyder slow motion
cuts finally lobotomize you?”
“Oh, I’m sorry, John. It
was a fun movie. Sorry I liked
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something fun. Sorry it didn’t
talk about the human condition
with sub-titles or have everyone
dead in the end from a fricken
apocalypse. How could anyone
possibly enjoy it?”
Beth’s fingers were
drawing blood in John’s arm.
“You’re supposed to be relax-

quickly looked away. “He doesn’t
kill. That’s the whole point of
the character. Strongest guy on
the planet, could do anything he
wants, but he doesn’t kill. Why
doesn’t anyone fucking get that?”
“Mummy, a swear,” the little boy said.
“Yes, darling. People say
swears when they’re cross.”
“Daddy says that word
to his lady friend that comes
over when you’re at work and

Batman vs Superman, Captain America, the new Doctor Strange . . .
Are we living in the golden age of cinema or what?

ing, remember,” she hisswhispered. “I’m supposed to
be relaxing.”
“Superman killed someone!” John tried not to shout,
but he tried a lot of things and
didn’t do that well at them.
Like now.
“Zod!” Matt shouted back.
“He killed Zod! Zod was killing
all those people with his heat
vision!” Matt’s delivery had
the young mother wiping spittle off her child’s face.
“Will I become a nerd
now, Mummy?” the boy asked.
“Oh, hush,” she said, reaching for her anti-bacterials.
“And Superman couldn’t
just put his hands over his
eyes?” John’s voice skittered
around pitch like a Call of Duty
player on his tenth Red Bull.
“Got a point,” Alicia said,
running a finger across her
Kindle screen.
Matt was speechless for
an entire second. Then he
turned back around.
“It was still a good movie,”
he huffed.
“Superman doesn’t kill.”
John glanced at Beth, but

he isn’t cross when he says it,
Mummy.”
“This is going to be a really
good movie, isn’t it, darling?”
“Superman killing someone shows character development,” Matt said.
John lunged at him. Beth
pulled him back.
Matt turned around, con-

fused as to why Beth had John
in a headlock.
“This is what’s wrong
with you people,” he gasped.
Beth tightened her armbar
lock. “You’ve forgotten where
these movies come from.
Honey, I can’t breathe.”
“Some cool Black Widow
moves there, girl,” Alicia said
approvingly to Beth.
Beth let John stand,
folding her arms across her
chest and gazing out into the
distance.
“People are cool with
Superman killing,” John
sighed, rubbing his throat. “On
Daredevil, Punisher opens fire
in a hospital and it’s so awesome, even though the comic
Punisher would never do that.
He would never endanger
innocents. But who cares? It’s
on a screen so our geek obsessions have been redeemed.”
“These movies are our
modern mythology,” Matt nodded sagely, the way people do
on Buzzfeed.
“Oh, seriously? And how
many myths have you read?”
“Well, there’s Wonder
Woman, Thor, Hercules,--“
“No! Actual myths. Not
comic bastardizations of Norse
myths or Greek or anime adaptations of Japanese stories.
Actual myth story cycles.”
Matt sighed. “Okay, smart

Advice
ass. Not many. “
“Okay, fine, you’re a busy
guy. But if you had read them,
you’d notice that myths have
three things . . .”
“A hot babe, an old man, and
a magic hammer.”
John sighed. “A beginning, a
middle and an end.”
Matt looked confused.
“What? So? These movies end.
What’s your point?”
“No, they don’t. Not really.
Comics today are the same. A
myth – a story – is about affecting a state of change. These
movies don’t change anything
except the characters to satisfy
focus groups. Superman killing, for example. Why do you
think these movies keep doing

iT’s a Nerd fighT.
besT lOOk aWaY,
darliNg
origin stories? Because they’re
all about beginnings, a muddled
middle and something that looks
like an end the way a Kanye
West song looks like music.”
“Just keep alienating people,
John,” Beth said. “Just keep being
that guy. Keep telling people
how wrong they are for liking
things.”
The little boy sniffed.
“Mummy, I shan’t want to see
this Superman film anymore.”
“Darling, since your Daddy
left with his tramp lady friend,
Mummy really needs to see
Henry Cavill in something tight,
so please stop your sniveling.
There’s a good boy.”
“Crikey,” the boy said.
John sighed, his shoulders
sagging.
“You’re right. I’m sorry,
Matt. I’m sure it’s going to be…
great. Lots of action.” He looked
away. “Lots of slow motion
and…” He trailed off.
“I know, right? And then it’s
Captain America and the new
Doctor Strange!” He clapped
Matt on the shoulder. “Living in
a golden age, buddy!”
Beth took his hand. “Thank
you, John.”
She pulled him close.
“But I still want a divorce.” p

by

Uncle Bruce
sUbMit yoUr QUestions to

info@londonyodeller.ca

Dear Uncle Bruce —
I am like, totally and completely devastated. (See
my sad emoji?) It appears increasingly unlikely that London will be moving
into the civic big leagues by getting its own light rail component as part of our
city’s transit system. They’ve been promising us this for years and now – poof –
somebody changed their mind and decided the deal is unrealistic or impractical
or something and we’re all supposed to go, like, ‘Yeh, that’s okay, I guess.’ Well,
forget that. I might just leave London if those fossils at City Hall don’t get with
the program and make this town more attractive to young people. I mean what
gives? Kitchener-Waterloo’s getting their own light rail system so why can’t we
have one too? It isn’t fair.
—Tech-Savvy Young Person London Doesn’t Want to Lose
Dear Tech Savvy Young Person Who I Wouldn’t Mind Losing At All –
Have you ever seen how Kitchener-Waterloo is laid out? Except for Encore
Records on King Street (one of the great independent music stores in the country)
there isn’t much there worth visiting or saving. K-W is a sprawling link-up of two
once-separate cities, the whole thing bifurcated by a big sunken freeway that effectively severs the community in two. london isn’t like that. Other than the truncated
lameness of our Horton Street extension which destroyed one half of Beaconsfield
ave. in Old South so that certain motorists could move a little faster for about three
blocks, we don’t really do inner-city freeways. the core of our city is much more
densely built up and the impact of trying to run a train line through there would be
horrendous. if one of the goals is to transport students up to Western more quickly,
that’s kind of scuppered by the refusal to allow any sort of terminus on campus.
and while i know we’re currently ruled by an airhead prime minister who believes
it doesn’t matter how much debt you rack up because the economy will magically
take care of itself, there’s no future in such thinking. at the very least this light rail
nightmare comes with a price tag of $880 million. it is insane to even think this way.
By all means, leave london and take this horrible idea with you.
Sincerely, Uncle Bruce

n
Dear Uncle Bruce — My husband calls you Uncle Buck – I’m not sure why –
and the other night after our dinner of squirrel pie which we cooked up according to that recipe you featured in your Yodeller newspaper there a couple of
years ago, he says to me, “When is that Uncle Buck going to say something about
Donald Trump?” My Bert respects you something awful, Uncle Bruce, so being
the good and faithful wife that I am, I’m passing his question along. So when are
you?
— More Precious than Rubies
Dear More Precious than Rubies –
Well, the man strikes me as a vain and uncultured windbag who somehow
manages to address urgently important issues that his more refined opponents are
too frightened to go near. if i were an american citizen and he was the Republican
candidate for president, i’d probably vote for him – cringing while i did so. the man
doesn’t drink or do drugs but he is in thrall to his ego to a dangerous degree and my
fear if he gets in is that he might well do a sort of Rob Ford-style implosion. i was
sorry to hear of Ford’s passing last week. He shook things up so wonderfully at first
and then it all went so sad and rancid. i would’ve loved to see him straighten out
and mature but he never gave himself that chance.
then again there are a few scattered cases throughout the ages – two of them
being King Edward the Confessor and St. thomas à Becket – where not terribly
promising figures were stretched to greatness by the demands of the high office
they held. But you can’t count on transformative miracles like that.
Sincerely, Uncle Bruce
03.31.16
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MUSIC
& C LU B S
31 MARCH THURSDAY
LONDON MUSIC CLUB A Girls’ Night
Out: Hillary Watson/ The Coughlin
Sisters/ Mirage · 8pm · $6
THE WORTLEY Sarah Smith · 10pm
01 APRIL FRIDAY
765 BAR & GRILL The Veldt · 9pm · FREE
AEOLIAN HALL Osstf Women in Song
Music Night III · 6:30pm · PWYC
CALL THE OFFICE Paul Collins’ Beat/
Dany Laj & The Looks · 9pm · $7 · 19+
EAST VILLAGE ARTS COLLECTIVE
Allison Brown & Mark Martyre · 7:30pm
$10 sugg · refreshments by donation
755 Dundas St.
LIFE*SPIN LIVING ROOM Free
Ukellettes Benefit Concert · 7pm - 9pm
(This is not a Joke) Free refreshments
All donations to LIFE*SPIN
LONDON MUSIC CLUB Comedy For
Community w/ Shut The Front Door
Improv · 6:30pm · $17.50
NORMA JEAN’S Electric Popsicle ·
FREE
THE WORTLEY Radio · 10pm
YUK YUK’S Heidi Foss
8pm & 10:30pm · $19.92 · 19+

02 APRIL SATURDAY
765 BAR & GRILL DONG VEGAN
/Grievances /Inhalants /The DED Crew
/(P)Unknown · 9pm
AEOLIAN HALL Barbra Licam · 7pm
$25 adv · $30 door
CALL THE OFFICE Wacken Metal
Battle: Bloodmoon Collective/ Wind
Cries Mary/ Nothing Left For Tomorrow/
Bloodless Child/ Saudade · 9pm · $10 · 19+
LONDON MUSIC CLUB Andy Chillman
& The Unspoken Revival · 8pm · $10 /
Too Nice · 9pm · $10
NORMA JEAN’S Almost Hip · $5
WESLEY KNOX UNITED CHURCH
London Composers Exposed! 8pm
THE WORTLEY Radio · 10pm
YUK YUK’S Heidi Foss
8pm & 10:30pm · $19.92 · 19+
03 APRIL SUNDAY
AEOLIAN HALL Jacob Moon · 6pm
$25 adv · $30 door
LONDON MUSIC CLUB Chris Duarte
Band · 6pm · $20 adv · $25 door
THE WORTLEY Tim Woodcock with The
Village Blues Band · 4 - 8pm
04 APRIL MONDAY
AEOLIAN HALL Epoque String Quartet
and David Braid · 6:30pm · $23 adv
$26 door
CENTENNIAL HALL Men Of The Deeps
7pm · $44 · $22.50 students

s Po t l ight

Eva Bradshaw (1871 - 1938): Boy with Cockerel,
oil on canvas, 68.6 x 56.5 cm, McIntosh Gallery Collection,
Western university, Gift of the Western Fair Board

leadinG the Way: early canadian WOMen artists, curated
by Catherine Elliot Shaw, features early Canadian women
artists from the McIntosh Gallery collection.
The subject of Eva Bradshaw’s painting Boy with Cockerel
is Frank Proctor who sold copies of The London Free Press
at the corner of richmond and Dundas Streets between
1910 and 1915. Bradshaw saw him as a potential model and
asked him to get his parents’ permission. However, when
he appeared at her studio, he was dressed in his Sunday
best. The artist sent him home again with a note assuring
his mother that she wished to paint him in his working
clothes. On view at the McIntosh Gallery to May 14, 2016.
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06 APRIL WEDNESDAY
AEOLIAN HALL Johnny Clegg · 7pm
$55 adv · $60 door
07 APRIL THURSDAY
LONDON MUSIC CLUB Larry Smith
8pm · $5
08 APRIL FRIDAY
CALL THE OFFICE Odonis Odonis/
Greys · 9pm · $5 · 19+
LONDON MUSIC CLUB Shut The Front
Door Improv · 7pm · $17.50
NORMA JEAN’S Counting Down the
Hours · FREE
THE WORTLEY Journeymen of Soul · 10pm
YUK YUK’S Jeff Mcenery
8pm & 10:30pm · $19.92 · 19+
09 APRIL SATURDAY
CALL THE OFFICE Moon King/ Fake
Palms · 9pm · $7 · 19+
NORMA JEAN’S Orangeman · $5
THE WORTLEY Journeymen of Soul · 10pm
YUK YUK’S Jeff Mcenery
8pm & 10:30pm · $19.92 · 19+
10 APRIL SUNDAY
AEOLIAN HALL Eco Folk 2016
1:30pm · $25
THE WORTLEY James Anthony with
The Village Blues Band · 4 - 8pm

CLASSICAL
01 APRIL FRIDAY
I PITY THE FOOL Celebrate the Wind
Ensemble’s final concert of the season.
Works include Leonard Bernstein’s
Overture to “Candide” and H. Owen
Reed’s La Fiesta Mexicana · 8pm · Paul
Davenport Theatre · Western University
JUBILANT SONG! JOY, MAGIC AND
HUMOUR FOR A HAPPY APRIL
FOOLS’ DAY Western University Singers
12:30pm · Von Kuster Hall · Western
University
VOICES IN SPLENDOUR St. Cecilia
Singers welcome guest artists McMaster university Women’s Chorus. Double
and single choir arrangements resound
in the beautiful acoustic ambiance of
St. Peter’s Cathedral Basilica · 7pm St.
Peter’s Cathedral Basilica, 196 Dufferin
Avenue
02 APRIL SATURDAY
DANBEE KO Harry Stafylakis’ Brittle
Fracture, Grieg’s Piano concerto in A
minor, Op.16 and Sibelius’ Symphony
no. 2 in D major, Op.43 · 8pm · Paul
Davenport Theatre, Western University
03 APRIL SUNDAY
RACHELLE LI Harry Stafylakis’ Brittle
Fracture; Tchaikovsky’s Violin concerto
in D major, Op.35 and Sibelius’ Symphony no. 2 in D major, Op.43.
2pm · Paul Davenport Theatre · Western
University
04 APRIL MONDAY
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC STUDIO
Directors: Paul Frehner, Dairine Ni
Mheadhra · 8pm · Von Kuster Hall ·
Western University
05 APRIL TUESDAY
MUSIC OF OUR TIME Electroacoustic
Music, Student Composers Concert
6pm · Paul Davenport Theatre · Western
University
09 APRIL SATURDAY
YOUNG WINDS Western University

Young Winds 2016 Final Concert: The
Western University Young Winds
Program offers instruction for local
instrumental music students in grades
six through nine · 10am · Paul Davenport
Theatre · Western University

T H E AT R E

ARTS PROJECT
THE EMERGENCY MONOLOGUES
Based on 10 years of experience as a
paramedic, you’ll hear about the gritty,
ridiculous, bizarre and true side of the
“emergencies” that don’t make the
news · 7:30pm · $20, Apr 1 - 2
TITUS ANDRONICUS Without a doubt,
Titus Andronicus is Shakespeare's
bloodiest play - a relentless cycle of
revenge as horrific as it is grotesque
· Apr 6 - 8: 8pm · Apr 9: 3pm · $20 ·
student/senior $15
ALL I REALLY NEED TO KNOW I
LEARNED IN KINDERGARTEN: THE
MUSICAL A funny, insightful and
heartwarming look at what is profound
in everyday life. Apr 12 - 15: 7:30pm ·
Apr 16: 2pm & 7:30pm · $15 (groups of
5 or more), $17 adv, $20 door
GRAND THEATRE
BUDDY: THE BUDDY HOLLY STORY
Celebrates the astonishing legacy of the
young man with glasses whose musical
career spanned an all‐too‐brief period
during the golden days of rock n’ roll.
Various times · $29.95 - 81.50 · Apr
12 - May 7
MCMANUS STUDIO
JULIUS CAESAR Conspirators, some
high-minded like Brutus, others not, plot
the assassination of the dictator Julius
Caesar to save the Roman republic from
tyranny · 7:30pm · $16.95 - 22.60 · Apr
12 - 16 · Grand Theatre
ORIGINAL KIDS THEATRE
STARMITES Shy teenager Eleanor has
built a fantasy world around the sci-fi
comic books she collects · 2pm & 7pm ·
$11 - 16 · Apr 6 - 10
PALACE THEATRE
AUGUST: OSAGE COUNTY The darkly
comic drama August: Osage County is
worthy of the praise it has received from
critics and audience · 2pm & 8pm · $22
Apr 7 - 17

GA LL ER I E S
& MUSEUMS

ART LAB GALLERY
FUTURE DESSERTS A mixture of
pigments, pixels, experience, lines and
matter, “Future Desserts” engages with
concepts of identity, navigation, simulation, histories, and materiality. Til Apr 6
THE ARTS PROJECT
REFLEX A wide-ranging and eclectic
collection of photography from a variety
of different genres. The show will display the results of an image competition
judged by industry professionals and the
work from students in all levels. Til Apr 2
AYLMER MUSEUM
AYLMER REMEMBERS WW1 Learn
about the people, their experiences, and
their lives 100 years later. Til May 27

DNA ARTSPACE
RELIEFS & DRAWINGS: Patrick Thibert.
the trajectory of his long standing
interest in juxtaposing lines, planes, and
geometric forms. Til Apr 16
ELDON HOUSE
TAKING TEA This exhibit explores the
etiquette, offerings and paraphernalia
involved in “taking tea.”
ELGIN COUNTY MUSEUM
BEHIND THE CANADIAN LINE An
exhibition of over 30 original sketches
of people and places near the Canadian
lines during WWI by H.W. Cooper. Til Apr 22
FRINGE CUSTOM
FRAMING & GALLERY
HOME AWAY Art exhibit and sale. Til Mar 31
FANSHAWE PIONEER
VILLAGE
THE BARN RAISING PROJECT Forty
handcrafted wall hangings depict the
rural barns of Canada and commemorate Ontario’s rural roots. Til Apr 22
FOREST CITY GALLERY
THAT’S ALL FOLKS! By Christine
Negus. Pisses on history’s heroes while
chipping away at the foundation that
holds them up. Til Apr 9
ILLUMINE GALLERY
AWAKE Celebrate spring with bright
colours and lively themes. Reception:
Apr 2, 7pm · Apr 2 - May 21 · St Thomas
JEWISH COMMUNITY
CENTRE
SONG OF SONGS An Exhibition of
Israeli Quilts, 10am - 3pm weekdays
FREE · Til Apr 21
MCINTOSH GALLERY
ANY DREAM WILL DO: Kim Moodie
Startling new perspectives on themes
he has explored previously only in painting and drawing · Til May 14 / LEADING
THE WAY: Early Canadian Women
Artists During the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, women artists
encountered many obstacles in the pursuit of their artistic careers. Til May 14
MICHAEL GIBSON
GALLERY
LAUREL CREEK DERIVATIONS
Shifting light, atmosphere and changing
colour. By Doug Kirton · Til Mar 26
MUSEUM OF INDIAN
ARCHAEOLOGY
SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO: 13 000
YEARS IN THE MAKING Explore what
life would have been like 13 000 years
ago in Southwestern Ontario.
MUSEUM LONDON
THE DAILY GRIND Camilla Singh, Kelly
Mark, Stephanie Aitken, the Manos/
Buckius and BGL collectives and others.
To Apr 24 / PLAY TIME Takes visitors
back to another time and reminds us
about the messages toys communicate. Til Aug 7 / A RIPPLE EFFECT:
CANADIANS AND FRESH WATER
Examines the larger story of Canadians’
relationship with fresh water. To Aug
14 / CANADA AT PLAY: 100 YEARS
OF GAMES, TOYS, AND SPORTS
Canadian children have always worked
hard to have fun! Til May 15 / FREE
PLAY Contemporary artists who borrow
from play to reveal social, philosophical,
and cultural issues. Til May 8

PETER ROBSON
STUDIOS Renowned artist Peter
Robson and custom framing centre. In
the historic village of Sparta.
ROYAL CANADIAN
REGIMENT MUSEUM
701 Oxford St. E. Tues–Fri: 10am–4pm
/ Thurs to 8pm · Sat & Sun Noon–4pm ·
closed Mondays and statutory holidays.
Free admission & parking
THIELSEN GALLERY
GROUP EXHIBITION: featuring recent
paintings by John Lennard · Til Apr 15
WESTLAND GALLERY
ANGELA LORENZEN & MARGARETHE
VANDERPAS Til Apr 17
WOODSTOCK ART
GALLERY
LASTING IMPRESSIONS:
HISTORICAL EUROPEAN PRINTS
Printmaking over the last 200
years. Til June / JOE LIMA AND
WALTER REDINGER: UNLIMITED
POSSIBILITIES Til Jul 2 / ART BEAT:
THE RIPPLE EFFECT Til Apr 2

SPECIAL
EVENTS
EVERY MONDAY
MONDAY NIGHT PINBALL Everyone is
welcome at our weekly pinball tournament approved by the International
Flipper Pinball Association. 8 - 11pm
NO COVER · Bring $ for pinball · CALL
THE OFFICE
EVERY WEDNESDAY
EUCHRE Prizes, Everyone Welcome
1:15pm · ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
ASSOCIATION · 2755 Crumlin Rd. N.
FREEBALL Unlimited play on our wall
of pinball machines and classic arcade
vids, for only $5. Guest DJs and drink
specials each week too! · 9pm · 19+
CALL THE OFFICE
02 APRIL SATURDAY
BEHIND THE ROPES TOUR Explore
rarely seen sections of Eldon House
and its carriage house to discover an
astonishing variety of curiosities that
will amaze and delight. Participants
will be guided through “nooks and
crannies” including attics and cellars by
an expert Historical Interpreter. 10am
- 12pm · $20 · To register, please call
519.661.5169 · Eldon House
03 APRIL SUNDAY
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEOLOGY AND RELIGION A discussion led
by David McKane, preceded by a light
meal · 5:30pm · $10, 519-679-8182 ·
First-St Andrew’s United Church
08 APRIL FRIDAY
IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE GROUP
OF SEVEN A presentation of 40 years of
searching for painting sites of the Group
of Seven by Jim and Sue Waddington,
Book signing and sale · 7:30pm · $10
WESTLAND GALLERY
11 APRIL MONDAY
LONDON POLICE SERVICES AUCTION
Over 250 Bicycles and approx. 250
items from the London Police · 5pm ·
1881 Scanlan St.

1 first time
exam for
new
*
clients

oakridgeanimalclinic.com · (519) 471-1560 · 1109 sarnia rd
*Limited spots that fill very quickly. Call immediately to check availability. Mention Coupon Y101. Offer expires 4/30/2016.
Every $1 collected will be donated to The Farley Foundation. More info at oakridgeanimalclinic.com
03.31.16
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